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Abstract 

Salicylic acid (SA) is a central plant defense signal. It is not only required for 

closing the stomata upon infection to prevent pathogens from entering into the plant 

apoplast, but also mediates defense responses activated by pathogen-originated 

microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) and effectors in the infected tissues. In 

addition, SA is a necessary and sufficient signal for systemic acquired resistance (SAR). 

In Arabidopsis thaliana, SA level increases in response to pathogen attack, which is 

essential for activating defense responses. This SA accumulation involves transcriptional 

activation of several genes including ICS1 (ISOCHORISMATE SYNTHASE 1), EDS5 

(ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY 5), EDS1 (ENHANCED DISEASE 

SUSCEPTIBILITY 1), PAD4 (PHYTOALEXIN-DEFICIENT 4) and PBS3 (avrPphB 

SUSCEPTIBLE 3). However, it is not well understood how pathogenic signals induce 

these SA accumulation genes. Interestingly, our time-course transcriptome analysis 

showed that these five genes share a similar pathogen-induced expression pattern, 

suggesting the existence of common transcription factors (TFs). Through yeast-one-

hybrid screening, a TF NTL9 was identified for its interactions with the promoters of the 

SA accumulation genes. Preferentially expressed in guard cells, NTL9 activates the 

expression of SA accumulation genes in guard cells. The ntl9 mutant is defective in 

pathogen-induced stomatal closure mediated by a well-characterized MAMP, flg22. 

Consistent with the stomatal closure defect, the ntl9 mutant exhibits elevated 
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susceptibility to surface-inoculated pathogens. The stomatal closure defect of the ntl9 

mutant can be rescued by exogenous application of SA, demonstrating that NTL9 acts 

upstream of SA in stomatal closure response. These results suggest that NTL9-mediated 

activation of SA accumulation genes is essential for MAMP-triggered stomatal closure. 

While plants induce SA to activate defense responses, pathogens can also 

produce virulence factors to counteract the effects of SA. Coronatine is one such 

virulence factor produced by Pseudomonas syringae. Coronatine is known to promote 

opening of stomata for bacterial entry, bacterial growth in the apoplast, systemic 

susceptibility and development of disease symptoms such as chlorosis. In the process of 

examining the mechanisms underlying coronatine-mediated virulence, three 

homologous TFs, ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072, were found to be activated by 

coronatine directly through the TF, MYC2. Genetic characterization of these three TF 

mutants revealed that these TFs mediate multiple virulence effects of coronatine by 

inhibiting SA accumulation. To exert this inhibitory effect, these TFs repress ICS1 and 

activate BSMT1, genes involved in SA biosynthesis and inactivation modification, 

respectively. Thus, a signaling cascade downstream of coronatine was illustrated to 

dampen SA-mediated defense responses through differential transcriptional regulation 

of genes related to SA level. 

Taken together, my dissertation studies revealed novel transcriptional regulation 

of SA production and inactivation. It is also demonstrated that this transcriptional 
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regulation is a vital point not only for plant defense activation but also for pathogen 

manipulation to counteract defense responses. Further studies on the interplay of this 

transcriptional regulation by different TFs would broaden our understanding about the 

dynamics of plant-pathogen interaction. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Plant immune responses activated by various signals 

Plants constantly face challenges from pathogens. Unlike jawed vertebrates, 

plants lack specialized immune cells for immune responses; and thus, rely on the 

immune responses mounted in each cell. Each plant cell can not only detect attacking 

pathogens for local defense activation, but also generate long-distance signals, which 

will be perceived by cells in the uninfected tissues to activate defense against potential 

attacks. The initial signals that plants perceive to activate defense can be conceptually 

classified into three types: microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs, also known 

as pathogen-associated molecular patterns PAMPs), pathogen-secreted effectors and 

plant-generated systemic signals. Correspondingly, plant immunity consists of pattern-

triggered immunity (PTI), effector-triggered immunity (ETI) and systemic acquired 

resistance (SAR). In the following sections, the three immune responses will be briefly 

introduced with a focus on the initial signals.  

1.1.1 Pattern-triggered immunity 

MAMPs are the conserved molecular patterns possessed by a group of microbes 

and are usually critical for microbe survival. MAMPs can be recognized by the host 

pattern-recognition-receptors (PRRs). This pattern recognition signifies the existence of 

nonself and triggers defense responses (Boller and Felix, 2009). As early as the 1970s, 

scientists have discovered that glucan polysaccharides from fungal cell walls could 
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trigger plants to produce phytoalexins (plant-produced antimicrobial compounds) as 

part of plant defense responses (Ayers et al., 1976a; Ayers et al., 1976b; Ayers et al., 

1976c). This glucan elicitor was characterized by its general origin (processed by a wide 

range of fungi) and general eliciting ability (triggering phytoalexin production in 

multiple plant species). It was also hypothesized that the perception of glucan involves 

plant receptors (Darvill and Albersheim, 1984). With these characteristics, though its 

perception mechanism was not known and is still not clear (Boller and Felix, 2009), 

glucan could be considered among the earliest-studied MAMPs. During 1980s to 1990s, 

plant scientists concluded that general exogenous signals from pathogens could activate 

plant defense. These general signals could be pathogen surface structures or metabolic 

products (Ebel and Cosio, 1994).  

Meanwhile, the concept of MAMPs and pattern recognition was first raised in 

animal immune research in 1989 by Charles Janeway (Janeway, 1989). As a foundation 

of innate immunity, he hypothesized the existence of pattern recognition for self-nonself 

discrimination; he also pointed out that pattern recognition should be evolutionally 

related to the innate immunity of the invertebrates (Medzhitov, 2009). Later in 1996 to 

1998, this hypothesis was confirmed by the discoveries of Drosophila Toll receptor for 

defense against fungal pathogens, and human Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) for 

recognizing lipopolysaccharides (LPS, outer membrane components of gram-negative 

bacteria) and activating defense response (Medzhitov, 2009). 
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Almost around the same time (1999-2000), the first plant pattern recognition 

system was discovered. A short peptide sequence from the protein flagellin, a central 

component of the bacterial flagellum, was found to be a potent elicitor for plant defense 

responses. In fact, the defense activation could be sufficiently achieved by a synthetic 

peptide (flg22) corresponding to the 22 amino acids of the flagellin N-terminal 

conserved region (Felix et al., 1999; Gomez-Gomez et al., 1999). Through genetic screens, 

the plant receptor for flagellin recognition was identified as FLS2 (FLAGELLIN-

SENSING 2) (Gomez-Gomez and Boller, 2000). Later in 2000s, another MAMP and PRR 

pair was discovered: the bacterial elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) and plant receptor EFR 

(EF-Tu Receptor) (Kunze et al., 2004; Zipfel et al., 2006). Both PRR mutants show 

enhanced susceptibility: the fls2 mutant is more susceptible to surface-inoculated 

virulent Pseudomonas syringae (P. syringae) and the efr mutant shows increased 

susceptibility to Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Zipfel et al., 2006; Zipfel et al., 2004). These 

discoveries demonstrated the importance of PTI in plant immunity and started the new 

era of PTI research. 

Early defense responses to MAMPs include rapid ion fluxes, oxidative burst, 

MAPK (MITOGEN-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN KINASE) activation and transcriptional 

activation. The genes induced in the early stages by different MAMPs significantly 

overlap (Tsuda and Katagiri, 2010), suggesting that activation of different MAMP-PRRs 

combinations employ common downstream signaling machineries. MAMPs also induce 
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late responses like callose deposition and seedling growth inhibition. Taken together, 

PTI responses increase overall plant resistance and are considered the primary defense 

responses against pathogens. However, how PTI responses contribute to the enhanced-

resistance is not well understood. To date, the best-studied PTI mechanism is flg22-

triggered stomatal closure, which blocks pathogens access to plant cells and will be 

discussed in detail later in section 1.4.  

1.1.2 Effector-triggered immunity 

Compared to the general signals that signify a group of microbes (MAMPs), 

effectors can be viewed as strain-specific signals. Effectors refer to the molecules 

produced by pathogens to interfere host immunity and increase pathogen virulence 

(Bent and Mackey, 2007). The concept of ETI derives from the gene-for-gene resistance 

hypothesis (Flor, 1942). Studying the interaction between different flax varieties and 

races of the flax rust fungus, Flor hypothesized that specific gene pairs in a host and a 

pathogen confer the resistance of this host to this specific pathogen. Plant varieties that 

carry the resistance (R) gene could recognize and defeat pathogens carrying the cognate 

avirulence (avr) gene (avirulent pathogens). On the other hand, the same plant variety 

would be susceptible to pathogen races that lack the corresponding avr gene (virulent 

pathogens) (Flor, 1971). 

In the last thirty years with progress in molecular biology, many avr gene – R 

gene pairs have been cloned and studied (Chisholm et al., 2006). These studies support 
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and further develop the gene-for-gene hypothesis. Avr proteins turn out to be virulence 

factors delivered by pathogens to promote virulence (Collmer, 1998). In addition to the 

known Avr proteins, bacterial pathogens like P. syringae use the type III secretion system 

(TTSS) to deliver multiple virulence proteins. These virulence proteins are collectively 

called effectors (Chisholm et al., 2006). The virulence effect of effectors is clearly 

demonstrated by the fact that P. syringae TTSS-deficient mutant strains cannot multiply 

and cause no disease in wild type plants (Roine et al., 1997; Yuan and He, 1996). With 

some yet unknown secretion mechanisms, fungal and oomycete pathogens also produce 

effectors to facilitate infection. Effectors from different pathogens differ in structures and 

functions (Chisholm et al., 2006; Thomma et al., 2011). Effectors like AvrRpt2 from P. 

syringae are enzymes capable of modifying host proteins (Axtell et al., 2003; Kim et al., 

2005). The transcription activator-like (TAL) effectors of Xamthomonas campestris could 

directly activate plant gene transcription (Kay and Bonas, 2009; Zhu et al., 1998). 

Moreover, the effector Avr4 from Cladosporium fulvum might bind to the pathogen cell 

wall to protect it from plant hydrolysis (van den Burg et al., 2006).  

In contrast to the diversity among effectors, most R proteins in plants belong to 

one structurally conserved class: NB-LRR, intracellular proteins containing nucleotide 

binding (NB) domain and leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain (Dodds and Rathjen, 2010). 

There are 149 NB-LRR proteins coded in the Arabidopsis genome and more than 600 in 

rice (Meyers et al., 2003; Spoel and Dong, 2012). Initially, R proteins were believed to 
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recognize Avr proteins by direct interaction; and it is confirmed by yeast-two-hybrid 

(Y2H) and in vitro protein assays in a few cases (Dodds and Rathjen, 2010). However, 

indirect recognition between R-Avr protein pairs has been shown in some other cases 

like RPS2-AvrRpt2 and RPM1-AvrRpm1. RPS2 and RPM1 both interact with RIN4 

(RPM1-INTERACTING PROTEIN 4). RPS2 activates immune responses when RIN4 is 

cleaved by the cysteine protease AvrRpt2 (Axtell et al., 2003; Axtell and Staskawicz, 2003; 

Mackey et al., 2003). RPM1 is activated upon AvrRpm1-triggered phosphorylation of 

RIN4 (Mackey et al., 2002). These discoveries led to the guard hypothesis which states 

that R proteins monitor the status of some host proteins, like RIN4, which could be 

modified by effectors (Van der Biezen and Jones, 1998). As is demonstrated recently by 

Y2H between plant proteins and effectors from two different pathogens, diverse 

effectors could target common, essential host immune components (Mukhtar et al., 2011). 

Therefore, the limited R protein repertoire could just guard the essential defense 

components and still confer effective protection against a broad spectrum of effectors 

and thus the corresponding pathogens (Jones and Dangl, 2006). 

1.1.3 Systemic acquired resistance 

Systemic acquired resistance refers to the enhanced resistance in the uninfected 

tissues after a primary infection. Since plant cells with an active SAR do not have direct 

contact with pathogens, unlike PTI and ETI, the signal activating SAR is pathogen-

originated. Early grafting experiments demonstrated that in response to the primary 
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infection, SAR signal is generated in local tissue (primary infected sites), then is 

transported to systemic tissues (uninfected sites) through the vasculature (generally the 

phloem) and finally activates SAR (Dean and Kuc, 1986).  

In the 1960s, Ross first discovered the SAR phenomenon in tobacco plants. Plants 

that had been previously challenged with tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) developed 

heightened resistance against a variety of viruses in uninfected tissues (Ross, 1961). 

Further studies showed that SAR is not limited to tobacco, but rather is a broad 

resistance mechanism employed by diverse plant species (Sticher et al., 1997). The 

primary infection is usually characterized by local tissue necrosis. In Arabidopsis, though 

this local necrosis could be a disease symptom led by virulent pathogen infection, it is 

typically caused by avirulent pathogen infection that triggers the ETI-induced 

hypersensitive response (HR, rapid cell death in the infected site) (Cameron et al., 1994). 

Noticeably, a recent study further reported that without local tissue necrosis, SAR could 

also be activated by PTI (Mishina and Zeier, 2007). Upon local activation of SAR and 

SAR signal transmission, systemic tissues gain enhanced resistance against a broad 

spectrum of biotrophic pathogens (pathogens that feed on live plant tissues). 

Molecularly, SAR activation in systemic tissues is characterized by the accumulation of 

SA and pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins (Durrant and Dong, 2004). SA is 

indispensable for SAR development in systemic tissues and SAR can be induced 

chemically by exogenous SA application (Delaney et al., 1994; Gaffney et al., 1993; 
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Yalpani et al., 1991). However, SA is not required for SAR signal generation; therefore, 

SA itself is not the SAR signal (Vernooij et al., 1994). 

What is the SAR signal? Years of studies have identified several candidates: SA 

derivative methyl salicylate (MeSA), the plant hormone jasmonic acid (JA), the 

dicarboxylic acid azelaic acid (AzA), the organophosphate compound glycerol-3-

phosphate (G3P), the abietane diterpenoid dehydroabietinal (DA) and the amino acid-

derivative pipecolic acid (PiP). In addition to these small compounds, the DIR1 protein 

(DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED RESISTANCE 1) was considered a SAR signal candidate, 

but now is viewed as a chaperone required for the transportation of some SAR signals 

(Champigny et al., 2011; Maldonado et al., 2002). AzA, G3P, DA (active form) and PiP 

are all found in elevated levels in the petiole exudates (vascular sap) from leaves locally 

infected with an avirulent pathogen. Application of any one of these compounds alone 

(except for G3P which requires functional DIR1) increases systemic resistance. In the 

cases of G3P and PiP, mutants deficient in producing these compounds were defective 

in SAR and could be rescued by exogenous application of the corresponding compound. 

A G3P derivative and DA were even shown to translocate from local tissue to systemic 

tissues. Based on these results, all four of these compounds are qualified for SAR signals 

(Chanda et al., 2011; Chaturvedi et al., 2012; Dempsey and Klessig, 2012; Navarova et al., 

2012). On the other hand, the roles of MeSA and JA as SAR signals are controversial. 

Experiments in tobacco plants showed that MeSA accumulated in vascular sap after 
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primary infection, and plants that could not accumulate MeSA failed to develop SAR, 

demonstrating its role as SAR signal in tobacco (Park et al., 2007). However, with 

different conditions, opposite results were obtained about whether the Arabidopsis 

MeSA-production mutant is SAR defective (Attaran et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 

2010). Therefore, the role of MeSA in Arabidopsis is in debate. The same situation applies 

to JA. Studies in tobacco plants suggested a JA-protein complex to be a long-distance 

defense signal (Buhot et al., 2004); however, accumulated evidence revealed that JA is 

not a SAR signal in Arabidopsis (Dempsey and Klessig, 2012; Spoel and Dong, 2012).  

Taken together, multiple compounds have been found to be putative SAR signals, 

either in one specific plant species or in general. In addition, interactions/integrations 

between the signals were also observed (Dempsey and Klessig, 2012). Therefore, the 

nature of the SAR signal might be the interplay between several mobile signals, which 

function to relay information about the primary infection and modulate the appropriate 

extent of induced resistance. 

1.1.4 PTI, ETI and SAR converge in downstream signaling 
machineries like SA signaling 

As alluded above, in response to different initial activation signals, PTI, ETI and 

SAR have distinct characteristics. Interestingly, it appears that PTI and ETI share 

common downstream signaling machineries; but PTI and ETI utilize them differently 

and thus generate distinct outcomes (Tsuda and Katagiri, 2010). For example, PTI and 

ETI both generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) and activate the MAPK cascade. 
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However, ROS production and MAPK activation occurs transiently in the early stage 

during PTI; while they are much prolonged during ETI (Tsuda and Katagiri, 2010). PTI 

and ETI also converge on the hormone signaling machinery. Major defense hormones 

are JA, ethylene (ET) and SA. Generally, JA and ET signaling regulates defense against 

necrotrophs (pathogens living on dead tissues). SA signaling defends against biotrophs 

and hemi-biotrophs (pathogens that are biotrophs at the early infection stage but cause 

plant cell death at the late stage) (Glazebrook, 2005). All three of these hormone 

signaling can be activated during some cases of PTI and EIT (Tsuda and Katagiri, 2010). 

By quantitatively analyzing the defense response allocation on different combinations of 

mutations in the aformentioned hormone signaling pathways, it is revealed that PTI 

involves synergistic interaction among different hormone signaling pathways while ETI 

is achieved by compensatory interactions (Tsuda et al., 2009). However, in the 

Arabidopsis quadruple mutant dde2/ein2/pad4/sid2 in which all three hormone signaling 

pathways were essentially disrupted, flg22-induced PTI and AvrRpt2-induced ETI were 

mostly abolished (Tsuda et al., 2009), demonstrating that these three hormone signaling 

are major components for PTI and ETI.  

Among JA, ET and SA, SA is the major component of PTI and some cases of ETI 

signaling mechanisms (Tsuda et al., 2008; Tsuda et al., 2009). SA accumulates in 

response to MAMPs treatment and is necessary for flg22-triggered immunity since flg22-

triggered enhanced resistance is significantly reduced in the SA-deficient mutants, pad4 
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and sid2 (Tsuda et al., 2008). In addition, flg22-induced transcriptome changes are 

strongly affected in the pad4 and sid2 mutants (Tsuda et al., 2008). Among the 

immunities mediated by various R genes, some are substantially dependent on SA 

signaling, such as Rps2- and RPP4-triggered immunity (McDowell et al., 2000; Tao et al., 

2003). For SAR, as stated previously, SA signaling is the major downstream machinery. 

SA accumulation is required for SAR systemically (Delaney et al., 1994; Gaffney et al., 

1993). Exogenous SA application triggers almost the same transcriptome changes as 

pathogen-triggered SAR and can actually induce SAR (Wang et al., 2006; Yalpani et al., 

1991). Taken together, SA might serve as an essential “intermediate” signal: it integrates 

inputs from different initial defense activation signals and executes the appropriate 

defense responses. In the following section, I will introduce and discuss SA in detail. 

1.2 Salicylic acid level regulation is essential for plant immunity 

1.2.1 Salicylic acid is a plant immune signal 

In the 18th century, SA was first extracted as the active ingredient of the natural 

painkiller from willow bark. After its discovery, synthetic SA and then the SA derivative 

acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) have been broadly used in human medicine. However, the 

physiological function of SA in plants was not studied until the 19th century. Several 

studies revealed its association with floral-induction, thermogenesis and most 

importantly, defense responses (Vlot et al., 2009). In 1979, White and coworkers showed 

in tobacco plants that SA injection induced the production of PR proteins and induced 
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plant resistance to TMV (White, 1979). (Previously, PR protein production had been 

shown to be associated with resistance.) Subsequently, SA treatment was shown to 

induce PR gene expression and resistance in many plant species. In 1990, SA was finally 

suggested as an endogenous defense signal. In resistant tobacco plants upon TMV 

infection, the local endogenous SA level greatly increased and the PR1 induction 

correlated with the SA level elevation (Malamy et al., 1990). SA was also found to 

increase in cucumber phloem sap after a primary infection and this increase proceeded 

the systemic SAR development (Metraux et al., 1990). In 1994, the necessity of 

endogenous SA as a defense signal was eventually demonstrated. In both tobacco and 

Arabidopsis transgenic lines expressing a SA hydroxylase gene nahG, endogenous SA was 

almost depleted and the plants could not induce SAR. In addition, the transgenic plants 

were also more susceptible to local infections (Delaney et al., 1994; Gaffney et al., 1993). 

In sum, all these studies confirmed the role of SA as an endogenous defense signal. 

1.2.2 SA accumulation is essential for plant immunity 

With SA confirmed as an endogenous signal for plant defense, the mode and 

extent of its role in defense were further studied using the powerful genetic models 

developed in Arabidopsis. A genetic screen for SA induction-deficient mutants identified 

two mutants that failed to accumulate SA after pathogen infection: sid1 and sid2 

(Nawrath and Metraux, 1999). Some mutants originally identified in other screens were 

also found to accumulate less SA upon pathogen infection. These mutants include pad4 
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(phytoalexin-deficient mutant), eds1 (enhance disease susceptibility mutant), pbs3 

(avrPphB susceptible mutant) and ndr1 (nonrace- specific disease resistance) (Century et 

al., 1995; Falk et al., 1999; Jagadeeswaran et al., 2007; Shapiro and Zhang, 2001; Warren et 

al., 1999; Zhou et al., 1998). In addition, sid1 was found to be allelic to eds5, and eds16 is 

allelic to sid2 (Dewdney et al., 2000; Nawrath and Metraux, 1999). Upon pathogen 

infection, these mutants accumulated less SA and exhibited elevated susceptibility; this 

enhanced susceptibility can be rescued by exogenous SA application. 

Among the above mutants, sid2 was found to be defective in isochorismate 

synthase 1 (ICS1). ICS1 encodes an enzyme catalyzing one step of the reactions 

converting chorismate to SA (Wildermuth et al., 2001). Previously, SA was reported to 

be synthesized from chorismate-derived phenylalanine; however, SA could still be 

produced when this pathway was inhibited (Coquoz et al., 1998; MauchMani and 

Slusarenko, 1996). Study of the sid2 mutants (sid1-2, sid2-2/eds16) demonstrated that the 

majority of pathogen-induced SA synthesis comes from chorismate-derived 

isochorismate (Wildermuth et al., 2001). In certain bacteria which synthesize SA for iron 

acquisition, chorismate is transformed to isochorismate by isochorismate synthase (ICS) 

and then to SA by isochorismate pyruvate lyase (IPL) (Serino et al., 1995). Though the 

homolog of IPL in Arabidopsis has yet to be discovered, the functional homolog of ICS 

has been identified as ICS1 (Wildermuth et al., 2001). ICS1 is localized in chloroplast 
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stroma, suggesting that pathogen-induced SA is synthesized inside the chloroplast 

(Strawn et al., 2007).  

EDS5 was predicted to encode a MATE (MULTIDRUG AND TOXIN 

EXTRUSION) family transporter protein (Nawrath et al., 2002). Recently, EDS5 was 

demonstrated to be localized in chloroplast envelope and to export SA from the 

chloroplast to the cytoplasm (Serrano et al., 2013). EDS1 and PAD4 both encode lipase-

like proteins and can directly interact with each other (Falk et al., 1999; Jirage et al., 

1999). Though the underlying mechanisms are not yet known, they are suggested to 

stimulate SA accumulation (Rietz et al., 2011). By mutant transcriptome analysis, EDS1 

and PAD4 are also showed to regulate SA-independent but essential functions for 

resistance (Glazebrook et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2008). PBS3 encodes a GH3 acyl 

adenylase family protein that catalyzes specific amino acid conjugation to some 4-

substituted benzoates like 4-hydroxybenzoate (4-HBA). It was hypothesized that the 

conjugated 4-HBA primes SA synthesis (Okrent et al., 2009). NDR1 encodes a 

glycophosphatidyl-inositol anchored plasma membrane protein that could physically 

interact with RIN4. Via this interaction, it might regulate R protein signaling and act 

upstream of SA (Vlot et al., 2009). By hierarchical clustering analysis of pathogen-

infected expression profile of the mutants, EDS1 and PAD4 appeared to be the most 

upstream regulatory nodes, followed by NDR1 and PBS3 sequentially downstream; 

EDS5 and ICS1 defined the most downstream nodes (Wang et al., 2008). 
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In addition to the aformentioned genes that are upstream or at the level of SA 

production, genes related to SA modification were also studied. SA could be catalyzed 

into two different groups of metabolites: 1) the inactive storage forms SA glucose ester 

(SGE) and SA O-β-glucoside (SAG) and 2) MeSA. The genes responsible for the 

abovementioned metabolism in Arabisopsis are SAGT1 (SA GLUCOSYL TRANSFERASE 

1) and BSMT1 (BENTHOIC ACID AND SA METHYL TRANSFERASE 1), respectively. 

Though single mutants of these two genes do not exhibit enhanced local resistance, 

overexpressing either one of them decreases local SA accumulation and increases plant 

susceptibility to P. syringae infection (Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2009; Song et al., 2008). 

Studies of these mutant plants demonstrated an important role of SA 

accumulation in Arabidopsis defense. However, for plants like rice that have 

constitutively high SA levels, defense responses seem to be activated by altering 

downstream signaling sensitivity to SA rather than SA concentration (Vlot et al., 2009), 

which will not be discussed in this thesis. 

1.2.3 SA signaling pathway 

How does the accumulated SA activate downstream defense response? The 

essential component mediating SA signaling, NPR1 (NONEXPRESSER OF PR GENES), 

was identified in a screen for mutants defective in SA-induced PR2 expression (Cao et 

al., 1994). The npr1 mutant is not responsive to SA and pathogens, and is defective in 

local resistance as well as SAR. NPR1 acts as a transcription cofactor and mediates 
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almost all of the SA-triggered transcriptome changes (Wang et al., 2006). It responses to 

the redox changes caused by the elevated SA level and is translocated from cytoplasm to 

nucleus (Mou et al., 2003; Tada et al., 2008). This translocation and its subsequent 

degradation in the nucleus are essential for its function (Spoel et al., 2009). Recently, two 

NPR1 paralogs (NPR3 and NPR4) were demonstrated to be the SA receptors, each with 

different SA binding affinities. SA binding affects their interaction with NPR1, which 

mediates NPR1 degradation. A model was proposed that NPR3 and NPR4 regulate 

NPR1 activity in response to different SA concentrations: (1) in the avirulent pathogen 

infected site where SA level is the highest, NPR3 degrades NPR1, triggering cell death; 

(2) in cells surrounding the infected site where intermediate SA level is induced, NPR1 

does not interact with either NPR3 or NPR4, thus activates SAR and promotes cell 

survival (Fu and Dong, 2013; Fu et al., 2012). This study further demosntrates the 

importance of the SA accumulation and its regulation. SA accumulation in response to 

MAMPs, effectors or SAR signals is critical for the proper defense responses. However, 

SA level should be under tight control to avoid hyper-defense activation and 

uncontrolled cell death, which have been seen in some constitutive defense response 

mutants. 

1.2.4 Transcriptional regulation on SA concentration 

Transcriptome analysis revealed that SA accumulation genes are under 

transcriptional regulation upon pathogen infection. ICS1, PAD4, EDS5 and PBS3 are all 
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transcriptionally up-regulated by both virulent and avirulent pathogens (Jagadeeswaran 

et al., 2007; Jirage et al., 1999; Nawrath et al., 2002; Wildermuth et al., 2001). EDS1 can be 

induced by virulent pathogens but not the avirulent strains carrying Rps4 or Rpm1 (Falk 

et al., 1999; Thilmony et al., 2006). In addition, public microarray data showed that the 

expression of all the five genes mentioned above (ICS1, EDS5, PAD4, EDS1 and PBS3) 

can also be induced by MAMP application (Denoux et al., 2008; Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 

2011b; Tintor et al., 2013). The pathogen-mediated induction of ICS1 is not affected in the 

nahG plants; similarly, the induction of EDS5, PAD4, EDS1 and PBS3 does not 

significantly change in the sid2 mutant (Wang et al., 2008; Wildermuth et al., 2001). 

Therefore, the up-regulation of these five genes is not dependent on SA. However, SA 

treatment can induce these five genes (Ford et al., 2010; Pajerowska-Mukhtar et al., 2012; 

Qiu et al., 2008). These results suggest that the transcriptional activation of these five 

genes might be initiated by initial signals like MAMPs for SA synthesis induction; 

increased SA further induce these five genes, serving as a positive feedback loop for 

producing sufficient SA level quickly.  

To date, a few transcription factors (TFs) have been identified that regulate the 

transcription of some of the aforementioned SA accumulation related genes. SARD1 

(SAR DEFICIENT 1) and CBP60g (CALMODULIN-BINDING PROTEIN 60g) can bind to 

the ICS1 promoter and activate its transcription for SA accumulation in response to 

MAMPs and P. syringae (Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2010). EIN3 
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(ETHYLENE INSENTIVIE 3) and EIL1 (EIN3-LIKE 1) also directly interact with the ICS1 

promoter, but suppress the MAMP-triggered induction of ICS1 (Chen et al., 2009). SR1 

(SIGNAL RESPONSIVE 1), a Ca2+/calmodulin (CaM)-binding TF, represses EDS1 

transcription by directly binding to its promoter and thus suppresses SA accumulation 

(Du et al., 2009).  

Interestingly, two of the TFs identified to regulate SA level are positive 

regulators in the ET-signaling pathway. Indeed, converging on signaling nodes like 

EIN3, crosstalk between SA and other hormone signaling pathways commonly exists. 

For the plants, this crosstalk serves to fine-tune appropriate defense responses. 

However, pathogens could take advantage of this hormone crosstalk to dampen plant 

defense responses. In the following section, I will discuss the crosstalk between SA and 

other hormones as well as pathogen employment of this crosstalk. 

1.3 Hormone crosstalk is involved in SA regulation and it can be 
hijacked by pathogens   

1.3.1 Hormone crosstalk affecting SA level and SA signaling 

SA-JA 

SA-JA crosstalk is the most studied crosstalk in plant defense. As stated 

previously, SA- and JA-ET signaling is considered to activate defense against pathogens 

of different lifestyles. JA signaling alone is also responsible for wound responses and 

defense against insects (Kazan and Manners, 2008). SA and JA signaling pathways are 

mostly antagonistic. SA accumulation mutants like eds5 and pad4, and SA signaling 
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mutant npr1 are hyposensitive to JA in terms of JA-responsive gene expression (Kunkel 

and Brooks, 2002). JA signaling mutants like coi1 (coronatine insensitive 1) and myc2 

accumulate elevated SA levels and exhibit heightened resistance against P. syringae 

(Kloek et al., 2001; Laurie-Berry et al., 2006; Nickstadt et al., 2004). This antagonism is 

believed to tailor the plant defense responses for the specific pathogens encountered 

(Grant and Jones, 2009; Spoel et al., 2007).  

SA-ET 

Only limited studies on SA-ET crosstalk are available and they all focused on the 

effect of ET on SA. Though ET seems to positively regulate FLS2 expression and protein 

accumulation, ET suppresses SA accumulation through the EIN3’s direct negative 

regulation of ICS1. Consistent with this, ET signaling mutants show enhanced resistance 

to P. syringae (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2011a). In sum, ET antagonizes SA-mediated 

defenses. 

SA-Abscisic acid 

Although the major role of abscisic acid (ABA) is in plants responses to abiotic 

stress like drought and cold, it also plays a complex role in plant defense. Depending on 

the pathogen lifestyles and infection stages, the contribution of ABA signaling to defense 

could be either positive or negative (Ton et al., 2009). Similarly, the interplay between 

ABA signaling and SA signaling could be positive or negative. In stomata, where 

pathogens enter the plant apoplast, ABA and SA both promote stomatal closure, which 
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defend plants from pathogen entry (Melotto et al., 2006) (Stomatal immunity will be 

further discussed in section 1.4). After pathogens successfully invade the apoplast, ABA 

antagonizes SA-mediated defenses, as ABA synthesis mutants exhibit enhanced 

resistance to P. syringae (Ton et al., 2009). At the molecular level, it was further 

demonstrated that pathogen-induced ICS1 expression and SA accumulation is 

suppressed in the ABA synthesis mutant (de Torres Zabala et al., 2009).  

SA-Auxin 

Auxin is an essential plant growth hormone. SA and auxin mostly antagonize 

each other, which can be explained as the plant strategy to switch between the defense 

program and growth program. In addition, suppression of auxin signaling might also 

aid the plant defense by limiting pathogen access to nutrients (Wang et al., 2007). SA 

treatment represses the global expression of auxin-related genes, including the auxin 

receptor TIR1. Lower levels of TIR1 leads to stabilization of negative regulators of auxin 

signaling like AXR3, thus decreasing plant sensitivity to auxin (Wang et al., 2007). Plant 

growth studies also support the suppression of SA by auxin signaling. Repeated SA 

treatment decreases Arabidopsis biomass in wild type plants, but not in the auxin 

negative regulator axr3 mutant (Canet et al., 2010). On the other hand, auxin suppresses 

SA signaling, since plants with elevated auxin signaling usually exhibit heightened 

susceptibility to biotrophic pathogens (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2011a). One study 

showed that in plants with induced auxin signaling, pathogen-induced SA accumulation 
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was suppressed; however, the underlying mechanism is not clear yet (Robert-Seilaniantz 

et al., 2011b).  

SA-Gibberellin and SA-cytokinins 

Gibberellin (GA) and cytokinins (CK) are two other important growth hormones. 

GA activates downstream signaling by removing DELLA proteins, negative regulators 

of GA signaling. DELLA knockout mutants accumulated higher SA levels and are more 

resistant to P. syringae. Corresponding to the change in SA level, the DELLA knockout 

mutants also exhibited lower JA levels and increased susceptibility to necrotrophic 

pathogens. This suggests that activated GA signaling enhances SA signaling but 

suppresses JA signaling (Navarro et al., 2008). CK has also been shown to augment SA-

mediated defense against P. syringae (Choi et al., 2010). 

1.3.2 Pathogens hijack hormone crosstalk to suppress defense 
responses 

Fighting against plant immunity, pathogens often manipulate plant hormone 

signaling. Effectors are one of the ways pathogens target the hormone signaling 

machinery. For example, P. syringae was shown to activate the expression of ABA 

biosynthesis and signaling components by effectors. The activation of ABA signaling 

could dampen SA accumulation and defense (de Torres Zabala et al., 2009; de Torres-

Zabala et al., 2007). Analysis of the Arabidopsis protein interactome between pathogen 

effectors and plant proteins showed that several effectors interact with JAZ3, a negative 

regulator in JA signaling and the jaz3 mutant appeared to be more susceptible to 
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biotrophic pathogens (Mukhtar et al., 2011). Another study further demonstrated that 

one P. syringae effector, HopZ1a, interacts with JAZs and promotes their degradation, 

which might activate JA signaling and antagonize SA signaling (Jiang et al., 2013).  

In addition to effectors, pathogens could directly produce plant hormones or 

hormone mimics to manipulate hormone signaling. For example, the necrotrophic 

pathogen Gibberella fujikuroi produces GA, which might assist infection by inhibiting JA 

signaling (Navarro et al., 2008). Another better-characterized example is the phytotoxin 

coronatine (COR). Produced by various strains of P. syringae, COR assists bacterial to 

enter the apoplast, enhances bacterial growth and disease symptom development, and 

promotes systemic susceptibility (Brooks et al., 2005; Cui et al., 2005; Melotto et al., 2006; 

Mittal and Davis, 1995). COR is structurally similar to the active form of JA, jasmonic 

acid isoleucine (JA-Ile). Indeed, it can bind to the JA receptor and activate JA responses 

(Brooks et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2009). Therefore, COR has long been hypothesized to 

suppress SA-mediated defense through JA-SA antagonism.  

1.4 Stomatal immunity serves as the first layer of defense 

In the first section of this chapter, I introduced the three plant immune 

mechanisms (PTI, ETI and SAR) based on the molecular nature of the initial activation 

signals. Plant immunity can also be classified anatomically. One of such immunity 

mechanisms is epidermal resistance. Similar to the essential human immune organ, skin, 

the plant epidermis plays a central role guarding the plant cells, both as a passive 
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physical barrier and as an active defense site. Cuticle, the outermost part of a leaf, is a 

waxy nonmolecular layer covering the epidermal cells. Cuticle serves as a physical 

barrier between pathogens and plant cells (Martin, 1964). Though some fungal 

pathogens can penetrate the cuticle and enter intercellular spaces, the apoplast, to 

initiate pathogenesis on plant cells, all bacterial pathogens and some oomycete 

pathogens can only count on the natural openings (Zeng et al., 2010). Stomata are one of 

such natural openings for pathogen entry; however, in response to pathogens, stomata 

can actively induce defense responses and close, keeping the pathogens out of the 

apoplast (Zeng et al., 2010). In this section, I will focus on the active defense in the 

stomata, which is now called stomatal immunity (Sawinski et al., 2013). 

1.4.1 Molecular mechanisms controlling stomatal aperture 

Stomata are microscopic pores essential for plant gas exchange such as CO2 and 

water vapor (Montillet and Hirt, 2013). Stomata are bordered by a pair of guard cells 

(GCs). Since their cell walls are specially designed, the GCs expand unevenly and thus 

generate an aperture between them when the turgor pressure inside these two GCs 

increases. GC turgor pressure is regulated by ions and water transport through the 

plasma and vacuolar membranes. Closure of stomata involves anion channels (slow-

activating sustained (S-type) and rapid transient (R-type) channels) and K+out channels. 

In response to closing signals, anion channels at the plasma membrane are activated and 

mediate anion efflux, causing membrane depolarization. The depolarization activates 
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the voltage-gated outward-rectifying K+ channels and drives K+ efflux. The release of 

ions is accompanied by water efflux and conversion of malate into starch, causing 

stomatal closure (Kim et al., 2010). So far, one major S-type anion channel has been 

identified in a genetic screen as SLAC1 (SLOW ANION CHANNEL-ASSOCIATED 1) 

(Negi et al., 2008; Vahisalu et al., 2008). Its homologs, SLAH (SLAC1 HOMOLOGUE) 

family proteins, are also functional S-type anion channels (Negi et al., 2008; Vahisalu et 

al., 2008). R-type anion channels were found to be the aluminum-activated malate 

transporters (ALMTs) (Meyer et al., 2010; Sasaki et al., 2010).  

Opening of stomata requires H+-ATPases and K+in channels at the plasma 

membrane. Activation of H+-ATPases triggers H+ efflux and membrane 

hyperpolarization, driving K+ influx through the inward-rectifying K+ channels. In 

accordance with the influx of K+ and anion ions, malate is produced from starch and 

water flows into the GCs, triggering stomatal opening (Kim et al., 2010). The H+-ATPase 

is encoded by AHA1/OST2 (ARABIDOPSIS H+ ATPASE1/OPEN STOMATA 2) (Merlot et 

al., 2007). A subunit of the K+in channel is found to be encoded by KAT1 (POTASSIUM 

CHANNEL IN ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 1) (Sutter et al., 2007). 

It has been well characterized that stomatal closure can be triggered in response 

to abiotic stress by ABA. ABA activates stomatal closure through several mechanisms: 

(1) ABA activates a Ca2+-independent kinase, SNRK2.6 (SNF1-RELATED KINASE 2.6), 

which directly actives the S-type anion channel SLAC1 (Kim et al., 2010). (2) Through 
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SNRK2.6, ABA also activates plasma membrane-resident NADPH oxidases RBOHF 

(RESPIRATORY BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOGUE F) and RBOHD, and triggers 

production of reactive oxygen species. ROS activates a yet-unidentified plasma 

membrane hyperpolarization-activated Ca2+in channel, increasing cytosolic Ca2+ 

concentration. [Ca2+]cyt elevation further activates RBOHF and promote ROS production 

(Sawinski et al., 2013). MAP KINASE 9 and 12 (MPK9 and MPK12) are activated by ROS 

and are required for stomatal closure in unknown mechanisms. (3) With increased 

[Ca2+]cyt, CDPKs (CALCIUM-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE) activate the anion 

channels (Sawinski et al., 2013). (4) ABA triggers nitric oxide (NO) production, which is 

necessary for stomatal closure; however, the mechanism is not clear yet (Sawinski et al., 

2013). (5) ABA inhibits K+in channels via at least some subunits of G protein complexes. 

GPA1 (G PROTEIN ALPHA SUBUNIT 1) and AGB1 (GTP BINDING PROTEIN BETA 1) 

were shown to be required for this ABA-mediated inhibition (Kim et al., 2010).  

1.4.2 Stomatal closure as a part of the plant defense responses 

For many years, stomata were assumed to be passive openings for pathogen 

entry. It was not until 2006 that stomata were shown to be defense gates, which in 

response to pathogens, would close actively. Melotto et al. demonstrated that MAMPs 

like flg22 and LPS triggered stomatal closure and the flg22 receptor FLS2 is required for 

the flg22-activated stomatal closure (Melotto et al., 2006). The physiological function of 

this stomatal closure was illustrated by bacterial growth assays. When the pathogens 
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were directly infiltrated into the apoplast bypassing the stomatal regulation (infiltration-

inoculation), the bacterial titer of P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 (Pst DC3000) in the fls2 

mutant was the same as wild type. However, the bacterial titer was significantly higher 

in the fls2 mutant when the pathogens were inoculated onto the leaf surface (surface-

inoculation) (Melotto et al., 2006; Zipfel et al., 2004). Following studies further 

demonstrated that in Arabidopsis, FLS2, but not the EF-Tu receptor EFR, plays a decisive 

role in closing stomata (Zeng and He, 2010). These studies clearly demonstrated the role 

of PTI in stomatal closure. 

MAMP-triggered stomatal closure shares some downstream signaling steps with 

that triggered by ABA. It requires ABA itself, the kinase SNRK2.6, the production of 

ROS and NO, MAPK kinases, cytosolic Ca2+ elevation, the G protein complex subunit 

GPA1 and the inhibition of K+in channels (Zeng et al., 2010). However, distinct regulation 

mechanisms exist at least in some of the above steps. While ABA majorly relies on 

RBOHF, ROS production in response to MAMPs is primarily dependent on RBOHD 

(Macho et al., 2012; Mersmann et al., 2010). MPK3 is specifically required for stomatal 

closure triggered by MAMPs, but not ABA (Gudesblat et al., 2009).  

As the essential signal for plant defense, SA and SA signaling also play 

important roles in MAMP-triggered stomatal closure. Stomatal closure induced by 

MAMPs is abolished in the sid2-2/eds16, eds5 and npr1 mutants. SA application could 

induce stomatal closure in both wild type plants and the fls2 mutant (Melotto et al., 2006; 
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Zeng and He, 2010). SA is downstream of NADPH-mediated ROS production and 

upstream of ABA signaling (Khokon et al., 2011; Zeng and He, 2010). Recently, the 

guard cell-specific lipoxygenase LOX1 and its product oxylipins are found to participate 

in MAMP-triggered stomatal closure as well. In this case, oxylipins were shown to 

function independent of ABA and upstream of SA (Montillet et al., 2013). 

1.4.3 Pathogens evolve strategies to reopen stomata 

MAMP-triggered stomatal closure has been demonstrated as an important step 

for plants to guard the natural entrance for the pathogens. Interestingly, successful 

pathogens have also evolved mechanisms to counteract stomatal immunity. Several 

virulence factors have been identified to counter stomatal closure, such as a small 

soluble factor secreted by Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris, the toxin fusicoccin 

produced by Fusicossum amygdali, oxalate produced by sclerotinia sclerotiorum and 

coronatine (Assmann and Schwartz, 1992; Godoy et al., 1990; Gudesblat et al., 2009). As 

mentioned above, COR is a virulence factor produced by several pathovars of P. syringae 

(Brooks et al., 2005; Mittal and Davis, 1995). COR produced by Pst DC3000 can reopen 

the MAMP-induced closed stomata. When surface-inoculated, mutant strains of Pst 

DC3000 that cannot produce COR are much less virulent. However, this pathogen 

regained virulence when it is surface-inoculated to Arabidopsis mutants defective in 

MAMP-triggered stomatal closure (Melotto et al., 2006; Zeng and He, 2010). The 

mechanism underlying COR-induced stomatal reopening was not yet clear. It was 
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shown that COR could reverse the flg22-mediatd inhibition on K+in current and ABA-

triggered stomatal closure (Melotto et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008), suggesting COR 

might function antagonistically upstream of ABA. 

Another study to be noticed is that RIN4, the plant protein that is “guarded” by 

two R proteins RPS2 and RPM1, was found to interact with the plasma membrane H+-

ATPase AHA1 and it close homolog AHA2 (Liu et al., 2009). RIN4 was shown to 

positively regulate the activities of AHA1 and AHA2, thus promoting stomatal opening 

(Liu et al., 2009). RPS2 has been demonstrated not to interact with AHA1 and AHA2 

directly (Liu et al., 2009). However, it remains to be answered whether and how the 

effector-mediated phosphorylation and cleavage of RIN4 affect its activation on AHA1 

and AHA2. 

In sum, stomata can actively close as part of PTI to block the pathogen entry; on 

the other hand, some pathogens are capable of reopening stomata. SA and SA signaling 

are vital for stomatal closure. Essential as it is for the battle between plant and 

pathogens, molecular mechanisms underlying stomatal regulation still demands further 

studies. 

1.5 Dissertation outline 

The SA-mediated defense response is an essential component in plant immunity 

against biotrophs and hemi-biotrophs. The defense activation by different initial signals 

might be integrated in the SA node. SA is also the node where hormone crosstalk 
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converges. All of these inputs could be simplified and revealed as different SA levels, or 

possibly different ratios of SA to other hormone levels, which decide the most 

appropriate defense programs. Therefore, SA level is under tight and effective control by 

plants. On the other hand, it is also a target of pathogens to perturb plant resistance. 

Though the transcriptional changes of genes regulating SA level has been shown to be 

essential for SA regulation imposed by both plant and pathogens, the transcriptional 

machinery contributing to these changes still deserves further studies. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis focuses on the transcriptional machinery responsible for 

the positive regulation of SA production as a plant defense mechanism. Microarray 

analysis revealed a similar expression pattern in response to P. syringae infection was 

shared by ICS1, EDS1, EDS5, PAD4 and PBS3, the five genes that are required for SA 

accumulation. Via yeast-one-hybrid (Y1H) screens, a transcription factor was identified 

to bind to the promoters of these genes. Functional studies illustrated that this TF plays 

an essential role in stomatal immunity by regulating SA level. 

Chapter 3 of this thesis explores the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

pathogen virulence factor COR. A signaling cascade was discovered to mediate most 

virulence effects of COR. Interestingly, the downstream TFs in this signaling cascade 

directly regulate several genes related to SA level regulation. In sum, chapter 3 reveals a 

transcriptional regulation mechanism that pathogens employ to suppress SA 

accumulation. 
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My thesis study together with studies from other groups has identified several 

TFs responsible for SA level regulation. Chapter 4 of this thesis summarizes these 

discoveries and highlights some interesting questions for future studies. 
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2. The TF NTL9 mediates MAMP-triggered stomatal 
closure by positively regulating SA synthesis 

2.1 Introduction 

As described in Chapter 1, SA accumulation upon pathogen infection is vital for 

defense response activation. The accumulation of SA involves the transcriptional 

activation of the genes related to SA accumulation. These genes are ICS1, EDS1, EDS5, 

PAD4 and PBS3, which will be collectively called SA accumulation genes in this thesis. 

Arabidopsis transcriptome changes in response to pathogen infection have been 

widely studied. However, most studies focus on one or two time points after pathogen 

infection. Moreover, since conditions used for different experiments are not the same, 

transcriptome studies at different time points from different groups cannot be combined. 

Therefore, little information was available for the dynamics of the temporal 

transcriptome changes. To fill in this knowledge gap, a time-course “Pseudomonas half 

leaf injection” microarray experiment (NASCARRAYS-168) was performed in my 

laboratory. One half of the Arabidopsis leaf was pressured-infiltrated with either the 

mock solution, P. syringae pv. maculicola ES4326 (Psm ES4326) or Psm ES4326/avrRpt2 

(Psm ES4326 carrying the avirulent gene avrRpt2); the other half of the leaf was then 

collected for transcriptome analysis at a series of time points after infection (0 h, 4 h, 8 h, 

16 h, 24 h, 48 h).  

As a hemi-biotrophic pathogen, P. syringae pv. maculicola is a well-characterized 

pathogen model for pathogen-plant interaction studies (Dong et al., 1991). When 
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infecting Arabidopsis leaves, the virulent Psm ES4326 strain propagates in the apoplast 

and causes leaf disease symptoms like chlorosis and necrosis; while the avirulent strains 

causes HR and only have limited growth. In the rest of this study, Psm will be the 

pathogen used. 

Analysis of the “Pseudomonas half leaf injection” microarray data revealed an 

interesting fact: the five SA accumulation genes shared a similar expression pattern after 

Psm ES4326 infection (Figure 1, Table 1). This co-expression pattern suggests a possible 

coordination in their functions in SA accumulation, which was not known previously. 

Moreover, this co-expression pattern also implies that upon Psm ES4326 challenge, these 

genes are regulated by a common transcription machinery.  

To identify this common transcription machinery, yeast-one-hybrid (Y1H) 

screens were performed, in which a TF named NTL9 (NTM1-LIKE 9) was identified for 

its interactions with the promoters of the SA accumulation genes. This TF is 

preferentially expressed in the GCs and positively regulates all of the SA accumulation 

genes except PBS3 whose expression is too low in GCs for detection. The ntl9 mutant is 

defective in flg22-induced stomatal closure and exhibits increased susceptibility to 

surface-inoculated Psm ES4326. The stomatal closure defect of the ntl9 mutant can be 

rescued by SA application. These results suggest that NTL9 mediates flg22-triggered 

stomatal closure by activating the expression of SA accumulation genes.  
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Figure 1: ICS1, EDS1, EDS5, PAD4 and PBS3 share a similar expression pattern 

after Psm ES4326 infection. 

Normalized data extracted from “Pseudomonas half leaf injection” microarray 

data (NASCARRAYS-168) on The Bio-Array Resource for Plant Biology website 

(http://bar.utoronto.ca) were presented. 

 

Table 1: Linear correlation of the expression pattern between any two of the 

five genes shown in Figure 1 

R2 ICS1 EDS1 EDS5 PAD4 PBS3 

ICS1 - 0.9346 0.9381 0.9501 0.9615 

EDS1 0.9346 - 0.9980 0.9983 0.8190 

EDS5 0.9381 0.9980 - 0.9952 0.8334 

PAD4 0.9501 0.9983 0.9952 - 0.8397 

PBS3 0.9615 0.8190 0.8334 0.8397 - 
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2.2 Results 

2.2.1 NTL9 is a TF that interacts with the promoters of SA 
accumulation genes  

To identify the common TFs responsible for the co-expression pattern of the five 

SA accumulation genes, the Y1H approach was used to search for TFs that can bind to 

all five promoters. In collaboration with Steve Kay lab at UCSD, the ICS1 promoter and 

the PBS3 promoter were first used as bait for the initial screening of a prey library 

consisting of 1715 Arabidopsis TFs. In these two screenings, eight TF candidates 

overlapped. These overlapping candidates were further tested for interaction with the 

EDS1 promoter and the PAD4 promoter. Finally, four TFs were confirmed to interact 

with all of the abovementioned four promoters. Due to technical difficulties, the 

interactions between the TF candidates and the EDS5 promoter were not tested. Among 

these four TFs, I focused on NTL9 (At4g35580) because of its interesting expression 

profile as detailed below. 

2.2.2 NTL9 is expressed preferentially in guard cells 

NTL9 interacts with the promoters of PBS3, ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4 (Figure 2). It 

belongs to the NAC (petunia NAM and Arabidopsis ATAF1, ATAF2, and CUC2) family 

of TFs and has a characterized NAC DNA binding domain in the N-terminal region. 

NTL9 has been reported in two different studies for its function in osmotic stress 

response and its CaM binding activity (Kim et al., 2007; Yoon et al., 2008). Though 

discrepancy exits in the localization of NTL9 in these two studies, both studies showed 
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that NTL9 has a nuclear localization, consistent with its predicted TF activity (Kim et al., 

2007; Yoon et al., 2008).  

The expression profile of NTL9 was analyzed throughout the publicly available 

microarray data using Genevestigator (Hruz et al., 2008) and the Bio-Analytic Resource 

for Plant Biology (Winter et al., 2007). Based on the criteria of at least two-fold difference 

and p-value < 0.001, NTL9 is not responsive to any hormone treatment and external 

stimuli like cold stress, drought stress and most of biotic stresses. This suggests that the 

activity of NTL9 might be regulated in the protein level possibly through protein 

modification or protein localization; thus, NTL9 might be one of the initial TFs 

mediating the activation from MAMPs, effectors or SAR signals. Anatomically, NTL9 is 

highly expressed in dry seeds, senescing leaves and the inflorescent shoot apex. 

Interestingly, in mature young leaves, NTL9 expression level in guard cells is much 

higher than that in the mesophyll cells. This GC-preferential expression pattern was also 

confirmed by Yoon et al. through examining the GUS (β-glucuronidase) staining of the 

transgenic plants expressing GUS fused with the NTL9 promoter (Yoon et al., 2008). As 

described in chapter 1, SA and SA signaling are required for stomata immunity like 

flg22-triggered stomatal closure (Melotto et al., 2006; Zeng and He, 2010). The GC-

specific expression pattern of NTL9 suggests that NTL9 might play a role in regulating 

SA level and thus stomatal immunity. 
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2.2.3 In guard cells, NTL9 mediates the flg22-mediated induction of 
some SA accumulation genes 

As mentioned above, NTL9 is preferentially localized in the GCs and binds to the 

promoters of SA accumulation gene; therefore, NTL9 might be responsible for the GC-

specific regulation of SA accumulation genes. Though SA level has not been measured 

in GCs, exogenous application of SA can cause stomatal closure. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to extrapolate that an increase in SA concentration might be the signaling 

event between flg22 perception and stomatal closure. However, it is not yet examined 

whether SA level and the expression of the SA accumulation genes would be induced by 

flg22 in GCs. To examine the GC specific transcription changes in response to flg22 

treatment, guard cell protoplast from wild type plants and the ntl9 mutant 

(SALK_065051) were isolated for transcript analysis. As shown in Figure 3, in wild type 

plant GCs, ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4 were induced by flg22; while EDS5 expression did not 

change in response to flg22. The expression level of PBS3 was too low for accurate 

detection. However, in the ntl9 mutant GCs, the flg22-mediated induction of ICS1, EDS1 

and PAD4 was compromised. Though EDS5 transcript level did not change upon flg22 

treatment, its basal expression level was significantly lower in the ntl9 mutant (p-value < 

0.01 using student’s t-test). These results demonstrated that (1) ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4 

are transcriptionally induced in GCs by flg22; (2) in GCs, NTL9 accounts for the flg22-

triggered activation on ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4 transcription and the basal expression of 

EDS5. 
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2.2.4 NTL9 is required for flg22-triggered stomatal closure 

After demonstrating that NTL9 regulates the expression of the SA accumulation 

genes in GCs, the stomata closure responses in the ntl9 mutant were further examined. 

Similar to Pst DC3000 (Melotto et al., 2006), incubation with Psm ES4326 for 1 h 

decreased the average width of stomatal aperture in wild type plants. However, the 

same incubation did not change the average width of stomatal aperture in both the fls2 

mutant and the ntl9 mutant (Figure 4A). This result suggested that NTL9 is required for 

flg22-induced stomatal closure. To confirm this, stomatal response upon flg22 treatment 

was examined. As shown in Figure 4B, flg22 caused stomatal closure in wild type plants, 

but not in the ntl9 mutant. 

2.2.5 NTL9 functions upstream of SA and ABA in stomatal response 

Since both ABA and SA could trigger stomatal closure and ABA acts 

downstream of SA for flg22-trigger stomatal closure, the stomatal response upon 

exogenous ABA and SA treatment were studied. As shown in Figure 5, both ABA and 

SA triggered the same stomatal closure response in both wild type plants and the ntl9 

mutants. These results demonstrated that NTL9 functions upstream of SA and ABA, 

suggesting that the defect of the ntl9 mutant in flg22-triggered stomatal closure is due to 

the lack of NTL9-mediated induction of the SA accumulation genes. 
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2.2.6 NTL9 positively regulates plant resistance in stomata 

Since the ntl9 mutant was defective in stomatal closure in response to pathogens, 

the defense response of the ntl9 mutant was further examined by surface-inoculating 

Psm ES4326. As shown in Figure 6, compared to the wild type plants, the ntl9 mutant 

and the fls2 mutant showed more disease symptoms (chlorosis and necrosis) 3 days post 

inoculation (dpi). Correlating with the disease symptoms, the bacterial titer inside the 

leaves was lower in the wild type plants than that in both the ntl9 mutant and the fls2 

mutant. In contrast, when Psm ES4326 was pressure-infiltrated into leaf apoplast, the 

bacterial titer did not show consistent difference between wild type plants and the ntl9 

mutants (data not shown). Based on these results, NTL9 functions in the stomata rather 

than in the apoplast for plant resistance against Psm ES4326.  
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Figure 2: NTL9 interacts with the promoters of PBS3, ICS1, PAD4 and EDS1 in 

yeast. 

Yeast strains carrying the promoters of interest driving LacZ expression were 

transformed with NTL9 fused with the Gal4 activation domain. The beta-galactosidase 

reporter activity was measured using ONPG (ortho-Nitrophenyl-β-galactoside) liquid 

assay. The results are presented as fold change over the Gal4 activation domain empty 

vector control. Error bars represent standard deviation from three technical replicates. 
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Figure 3: NTL9 mediates the flg22-triggered induction of ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4 

as well as the basal expression of EDS5 in guard cells. 

Transcription analysis was performed in guard cell protoplasts. Error bars 

represent standard deviations of three technical replicates. Two-way ANOVA was used 

to test the statistical significance of the interaction. All experiments were repeated three 

times with similar results. ns: no significant difference. *, p < 0.05; ***, p <0.001. 
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Figure 4: NTL9 is required for flg22-triggered stomatal closure. 

Stomatal aperture from leaves of Col-0, the ntl9 mutant and the fls2 mutant was 

measured after 1 h incubation of Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.2) or 5 μM flg22. Error bars 
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represent standard error. Statistical significance of interaction was analyzed by two-way 

ANOVA. All experiments were repeated three times with similar results. **, p < 0.01; 

****, p < 0.0001. 
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Figure 5: The stomatal closure defect of the ntl9 mutant could be rescued by 

ABA and SA application. 

Stomatal aperture from leaves of Col-0 and the ntl9 mutant was measured after 2 

h of incubation with either 10 μM ABA or 20 μM SA. Error bars represent standard 

error. Statistical significance of interaction was analyzed by two-way ANOVA. All 

experiments were repeated three times with similar results. ns: no significant difference. 
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Figure 6: The ntl9 mutant exhibits enhanced susceptibility to surface-

inoculated Psm ES4326. 

Four-week-old Col-0, the ntl9 mutant and the fls2 mutant were dip-inoculated 

with Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.2). Photographs of the disease symptoms were taken 3 dpi. 

Bacterial growth was measured at the same time. Bonferroni's multiple comparison test 

was preformed to compare the log-transformed data. p-value cut-off: 0.01. The bacterial 
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titer on 0 dpi was not significantly different among all three genotypes. The experiments 

were repeated three times with similar results. 
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2.3 Discussion and future directions 

In this study, a positive regulator of SA accumulation genes in GCs, the NTL9 

TF, was identified. NTL9-mediated activation of the SA accumulation genes is required 

for flg22-triggered stomatal closure and plays an important role in blocking pathogen 

entry. 

Though the role of SA in stomata immunity has been well demonstrated, it is not 

clear how SA activates the downstream responses. Does SA accumulation occur prior to 

the stomatal closure? Is SA accumulation required for the closure? Or is basal level of SA 

enough for activating stomatal closure, when perhaps the sensitivities of the 

downstream components change? My GC-specific expression analysis demonstrated 

that some of the SA accumulation genes are induced by flg22. Though the fold change 

seems small (2 to 3 fold induction), it is in the same range as the detectable systemic 

induction of ICS1 in SAR (Zhang et al., 2010), which is sufficient to induce a significant 

SA level increase. However, due to technical limitation, I could not obtain enough GCs 

to measure GC-specific SA level. Analyzing the expression of the SA marker PR genes at 

a later time point might help to indicate the SA level induction. 

Though EDS5 is not induced by flg22, NTL9 is required for the basal expression 

of EDS5. EDS5 is responsible for transporting SA out of chloroplast; without EDS5, high 

level of chloroplast SA appears to inhibit the enzymatic activity of ICS1 (Serrano et al., 

2013). Therefore, the low EDS5 expression level in the ntl9 mutant might lead to a 
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significantly lower SA concentration. Since NTL9 is also required for the flg22-mediated 

induction on ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4, the ntl9 mutant would also have a dampened SA 

level induction. Taken together, though SA level was not measured in the ntl9 mutant 

GCs, it is highly probable that the defect of ntl9 mutant lies in its lower SA level, because 

exogenous application of SA could rescue the ntl9 mutant phenotype (Figure 5B). 

Since NTL9 mediates the flg22-activation of SA accumulation genes, the 

mechanism underlying its own activation by flg22 is interesting for future study. There 

are several reports about the functional regulation of NTL9 by two different post-

translational mechanisms on its C-terminal region. Kim et al. showed that the C-

terminus of NTL9 binds to CaM and NTL9 was only localized in the nucleus. The CaM-

binding motif was predicted to be the region from residue 485 to 500 and a mutated 

NTL9 with W487 changed to R (NTL9W487R) abolished its CaM binding activity (Kim et 

al., 2007). Since Ca2+ is an essential signal in stomatal regulation, CaM binding might 

regulate the transcriptional activity of NTL9. In another report, Yoon et al. predicted the 

C-terminal region of NTL9 from residue 487 to 503 to be a transmembrane (TM) motif 

and showed the NTL9 protein was localized in plasma membrane, cytoplasm and 

nucleus (Yoon et al., 2008). Studies of two other similar NAC TFs with a TM motif 

(NTM1 and NTL8) have shown that a cleavage before the TM motif releases the active 

TF region, which could get into the nucleus and activate downstream genes (Kim et al., 

2006). Based on these studies, Yoon et al. showed that a truncated NTL9 without the TM 
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motif (NTL91-330) was only localized in the nucleus and overexpression of NTL91-330 up-

regulated abiotic stress-related genes (Yoon et al., 2008). Their study suggests that NTL9 

could be activated by cleavage before the TM motif and its subsequent translocation into 

the nucleus. A recent study further confirmed that the nuclear localization of NTL9 

could be triggered by Pst DC3000. Using Agrobacterium-mediated transient expression 

assays in Nicotiana benthamiana, N-terminal GFP tagged NTL9 was shown to localize in 

ER and translocate to nucleus after Pst DC3000 infection. They also showed that NTL91-

330 overexpression could activate downstream target gene expression (Block et al., 2013). 

In sum, all these data favor the cleavage and translocation model for NTL9 activation. 

However, this model needs to be further confirmed by western blotting of subcellular 

fractionations. Interestingly, the predicted TM motif and the CaM-binding motif largely 

overlap, suggesting these two regulations might be interrelated. For example, the 

nuclear localization of NLT9 might be triggered by CaM-binding. Therefore, the CaM 

activation model should not be overlooked. 

To examine the mechanisms activating NTL9 in response to flg22 in GCs, 

complementation for the flg22-triggered stomatal closure response in the ntl9 mutant 

should be tested using the following forms of NTL9: full length NTL9, NTL91-330 and 

NTL9W487R. Based on most TM prediction software, the first residue of the NTL9 TM 

motif is either W487 or V489; while the mutation in W487 to R in NTL9W487R shifts the TM 

motif to start from residue 488. Therefore, NTL9W487R should not affect its membrane 
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localization and is not likely to affect the potential cleavage before the TM motif. 

However, to further examine the regulation of NTL9, the localization of these proteins 

should also be visualized using a fluorescent tag. Noting that previous studies all utilize 

transient expression systems such as epidermal cells or mesophyll cell protoplasts, I 

would prefer to examine the regulation of NTL9 for stomatal regulation in its 

physiological environment. Therefore, stable transgenic Arabidopsis lines should be used 

to visualize NTL9 protein localization in GCs. Though subcellular fractionation could 

prove whether NTL9 is cleaved and translocated into the nucleus, the procedure of 

isolating GC protoplasts might introduce artifacts. To overcome this problem, a strong 

GC-specific promoter or the NTL9 native promoter could be used to drive a tagged-

NTL9 expression and thus subcellular fractionation could be performed on the whole 

leaves while the NTL9 changes specific in GCs is examined. 

In the Arabidopsis interactome data obtained by Y2H (Consortium, 2011), NTL9 

interacts with multiple Arabidopsis proteins. Among its interacting proteins, I found a 

papain family cysteine-type protease, which might be responsible for the cleavage of 

NTL9, if there is a cleavage. To study this, NTL9 localization should be analyzed in the 

T-DNA insertion mutant of this protease gene.  

 In the plant-pathogen protein interactome study, NTL9 was found to interact 

with one effector from P. syringae and four effectors from Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis 

(Mukhtar et al., 2011). Regulating stomatal closure, NTL9 could be a target for pathogen 
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perturbation. Therefore, it will be interesting to test how the interactions with effectors 

affect the activity of NTL9. Indeed, a recent published study showed that the P. syringae 

effector HopD1 interacts with NTL9 and inhibits NTL9 induction of some immune genes 

during ETI (Block et al., 2013). As shown in this report, though NTL9 expression level in 

mesophyll cells is low, NTL9 could also function in mesophyll cells.  

2.4 Materials and experimental methods 

2.4.1 Plants growth conditions 

Arabidopsis plants were grown on soil in 22°C under 12/12 hour day/night cycle, 

about 60% relative humidity. The ntl9 mutant (SALK_065051C) was obtained from the 

Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center.  

2.4.2 Yeast-one-hybrid and ONPG assay 

Y1H screens were performed as previously described (Pruneda-Paz et al., 2009). 

The promoters of ICS1 (1979 bp upstream of the transcription start site), PBS3 (2255 bp), 

EDS1 (899 bp) and PAD4 (1596 bp) were cloned into the pMW3 plasmid and integrated 

into the yeast strain YM4271 (MATa) as previously described (Deplancke et al., 2006). 

The TFs were fused with the Gal4 activation domain using pDSET22 and transformed 

into a MATα yeast strain. The promoter bait yeast strain was mated with the yeast strain 

that containing either the NTL9-pDEST22 or the empty vector. Successful mated 

colonies were grown in selective liquid medium overnight. The overnight culture was 

then used to inoculate YPD liquid culture and incubated at 30°C until OD600nm reach 
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0.6~0.8. The accurate OD600nm of each culture was measured and three aliquots of the 

same volume (1 mL) were taken and used for ONPG assay. The yeast cells were 

collected and suspended in 150 μL Z Buffer (60mM Na2HPO4, 40mM NaH2PO4, 10mM 

KCl and 1mM MgSO4, pH 7.0). The yeast cell wall was broken by two freeze (liquid N2)-

and-thaw cycles. 850 μL Z Buffer with 600 μg ONPG was then added and incubated at 

30°C for 10 to 24 hours. 400 μL 1M Na2CO3 was added to stop the reaction. The reaction 

was then centrifuged and the OD420nm of the supernatant was measured. The beta-

galactosidase activity unit was calculated by the following formula: (OD420nm × 

1000)/(OD600nm × reaction time × volume of cells).  

2.4.3 Guard cell protoplast treatment and purification 

For each sample, around 70 young and fully expanded leaves were taken from 4 

to 5 week old plants. The leaves were submerged into 100 mL of treatment solution and 

incubated under the original growth condition for 1 h. The treatment solution was MES 

buffer (10 mM KCl, 25 mM MES-KOH, pH 6.15) containing 0.02% silwet-L77, with or 

without 5 μM flg22. Treatment always starts 3 h after the light is on. 

After treatment, guard cell protoplasts were isolated basically as previously 

described (Leonhardt et al., 2004; Obulareddy et al., 2013; Pandey et al., 2002). 

Cordycepin and actinomycin D were added in the two enzymatic incubation steps to 

prevent digestion-related transcriptional changes. The leaves were blended in 500 mL 

water in a Waring blender for 30 seconds and repeated 3 times. The blended solution 
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was filtered through a 100 μm nylon mesh (Spectrum laboratories) and the flow-through 

was discarded. The retained epidermis fragments were transferred into a 250 mL flask 

containing 50 mL of the Enzyme I solution: 0.7% Cellulysin, 0.01% polyvinylpyrrolidone 

40, 0.25% BSA, 55% basic medium, 0.01% cordycepin, 0.0033% actinomycin D, pH 5.5. 

The basic medium contained 0.5 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM MES, pH 5.5 adjusted 

by 1 M Tris-HCl solution (pH 8), and the osmolarity was adjusted to 500 mmol/kg by 

addition of D-sorbitol. The fragments in Enzyme I solution were incubated at 27°C for 30 

to 60 min on an orbital shaker in dark and then filtered through a 100 μm nylon mesh. 

After washing, the remaining fragments were transferred to another 250 mL flask 

containing 25 mL of the Enyzme II solution: 1.5% cellulase, 0.03% pectolyase, 0.25% BSA, 

0.01% cordycepin, 0.0033% actinomycin D in 100% basic medium, pH 5.5. The fragments 

were incubated in Enzyme II solution at 20°C for about 1 h in dark, until most GCs 

round up. The solution was then filtered through a 10 μm nylon mesh and the flow 

through was collected. The mesh was washed two more times with basic medium and 

the flow through was collected. All the flow-through was centrifuged at 1000 × g for 5 

min. The supernatant was carefully discarded with around 5 mL left. Cells were 

suspended, pooled together and were centrifuged at 1000 × g for 5 min. All the 

supernatant was carefully removed and the protoplasts were frozen in liquid N2 before 

proceeding for RNA extraction. 
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Before the final centrifugation, the protoplasts were examined in a 

hemocytometer chamber. All the samples used for RNA extraction contained around 106 

GC protoplasts, and the purity was above 98% on a cell basis. 

2.4.4 RNA extraction and quantitative RT-PCR analysis  

RNA was extracted using an RNeasy plant mini kit with on-column DNA 

digestion (Qiagen). Superscript III RT (Invitrogen) was used to synthesize cDNA. 

Quantitative RT-PCR using gene-specific primers was performed using SYBR Green 

(Roche) on the Mastercycler realplex2 (Eppendorf). The ACT2 transcript was used as an 

internal control in analyzing the qRT-PCR data. The q-PCR primers are listed in Table 2. 

2.4.5 Stomata assay 

Stomatal assays and analyses were performed as described previously (Chitrakar 

and Melotto, 2010). Briefly, young and fully expanded leaves from 4 to 5 week old plants 

were fetched and stained with 20 μM propidium iodide for 5 min. After rinsing in water, 

the main vain was cut and the abaxial side of the leaf was put downward to contact with 

the treatment solution. The incubation was carried out in the original growth condition. 

At designated time points, the leaf was quickly imaged using Zeiss LSM510 upright 

confocal microscope (excitation 458 nm, emission 560-615 nm) and the stomatal aperture 

was measured. For each result, around 60 to 80 stomata from multiple regions in two 

different leaves were measured. Treatments all started 3 h after the light in the chamber 

is on. For Psm ES4326 treatment, freshly grown bacteria was suspended in MES buffer 
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(10 mM KCl, 25 mM MES-KOH, pH 6.15) to a final OD600nm of 0.2. For flg22, ABA and 

SA, stock solution was freshly diluted in MES buffer for a final concentration of 5 μM 

flg22, 10 μM ABA and 20 μM SA. The incubation time for Psm ES4326 and flg22 was 1 h; 

for ABA and SA the incubation time was 2 h. 

2.4.6 Pseudomonas syringae infection 

Psm ES4326 was grown on King’s medium B (KB) plates with 100 μM 

streptomycin at 28°C for 2 days (Cui et al., 2005; Dong et al., 1991). The plate was then 

used to inoculate a preculture in liquid KB medium with 100 μM streptomycin. The 

preculture was incubated in a rotor at 28°C for 6-8 h and then was used to inoculate the 

final liquid culture (KB with streptomycin) in 1:500 dilution. The culture was incubated 

at 28°C on a shaker overnight until OD600nm reached 0.8 to 1. The bacteria was then 

collected by centrifugation and suspended in 10 mM MgCl2 solution to the desired 

OD600nm. 

For dip-inoculation, plants were grown on a meshed pot. In early morning, four-

week-old plants were dipped into a solution of Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.2) with 0.02% 

Silwet L-77. After the liquid on leaf surface dried out, the plants were put into a growth 

chamber with 90% humidity and covered with clear plastic lids until the light turned off 

on that day. The lid was removed for the rest of experiment. Three days after 

inoculation, the same four leaves from each plant were taken as one single sample. Eight 

samples (from eight plants) were collected as biological replicates in each experiment. 
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The infected leaves were surface-sterilized with 75% ethanol and washed twice. Then the 

leaves were homogenized to assay the bacterial growth as described previously 

(Durrant et al., 2007). 0 dpi samples were not surface-sterilized. Statistical analyses were 

performed on means of log-transformed data using one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni's 

multiple comparison tests (p-value cut-off is 0.001). 

For pressure infiltration, three-week-old plants were pressure-infiltrated using a 

needleless syringe with Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.001) and eight plants were assayed for 

each data point. Bacterial growth was measured after three days as described previously 

(Durrant et al., 2007).  

 

Table 2: Primer sequence for qRT-PCR 

Primer Name Primer Sequence 

ICS1_F GGCAGGGAGACTTACG 

ICS1_R AGGTCCCGCATACATT 

EDS5_F GGTCTTGGCGATACAAT 

EDS5_R CAGCGAGTGCAGAGATC 

PAD4_F TTAGCCGTTGAAGCTCT 

PAD4_R ATGCATCGCAACGATCT 

EDS1_F CTGAGTTAGCCGGTGT 

EDS1_R TTTCATGTACGGCCCTG 

ACT2_F ACACTGTGCCAATCTACGAGGGTT 

ACT2_R ACAATTTCCCGCTCTGCTGTTGTG 

NLT9_F GGGATAAAGATCCGGGCTCG 

NTL9_R TTGGCCTCGGGAATAACAGTG 
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3. Coronatine promotes P. syringae virulence in plants 
by activating a signaling cascade that inhibits salicylic 
acid accumulation  

Modified from: 

Zheng, X.Y., Spivey, N.W., Zeng, W., Liu, P.P., Fu, Z.Q., Klessig, D.F., He, S.Y., 

and Dong, X. (2012). Coronatine promotes Pseudomonas syringae virulence in plants by 

activating a signaling cascade that inhibits salicylic acid accumulation. Cell Host & 

Microbe 11(6), 587-596.  

3.1 Introduction 

As described in Chapter 1, coronatine is a well-known virulence factor produced 

by P. syringae. So far, COR has been demonstrated to have several modes of actions. 

First, COR counteracts stomatal immunity by reopening the stomata that have closed as 

a result of PTI (Melotto et al., 2006). Second, COR enhances bacterial growth in the 

apoplast. When infiltrated directly into the apoplast, the COR-deficient Pst DC3000 

mutant (Pst DC3000 cor-) still exhibited a reduced growth rate compared to the toxin-

producing strain (Brooks et al., 2004; Zeng and He, 2010). Third, COR promotes disease 

symptom development in a bacterial growth-independent way. While Pst DC3000 cor- 

grew to a similar level as Pst DC3000 in the SA-deficient mutant, the former induced a 

less chlorotic symptom than the latter (Brooks et al., 2005). Finally, COR not only 

functions locally in the infected tissue but also enhances bacterial virulence systemically. 

A primary infection of the COR-producing strain Psm ES4326 renders the systemic 
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tissues increased susceptibility to a second infection than a primary infection of the 

COR-deficient mutant strain Psm ES4326 cor- (Cui et al., 2005).  

The action of COR is believed to exert through hormone crosstalk. Structurally 

similar to JA-Ile, COR could activate the JA signaling by binding to the JA receptor, the 

COI1-JAZ (jasmonate ZIM-domain) complex, and triggering the degradation of JAZ 

proteins. Since JAZ proteins are normally associated with the JA signaling TFs such as 

MYC2, the degradation of JAZs releases these TFs and activates JA-responsive genes 

(Chini et al., 2007; Katsir et al., 2008; Melotto et al., 2008; Thines et al., 2007; Xie et al., 

1998). Activating the JA signaling and acting through the JA-SA antagonism, COR is 

hypothesized to suppress SA-mediated defense. Supporting this hypothesis, virulence 

can be restored to Pst DC3000 cor- when inoculated into the Arabidopsis mutant plants 

defective in SA production (Brooks et al., 2005). However, it is still inconclusive about 

whether COR suppresses SA accumulation. Block et al. showed that wild-type 

Arabidopsis plants did not accumulate more SA in response to Pst DC3000 cor- compared 

to Pst DC3000 (Block et al., 2005), whereas in other studies COR was found to suppress 

SA accumulation (de Torres Zabala et al., 2009; Uppalapati et al., 2007). Taken together, 

it is still largely unknown what downstream host signaling components are targeted by 

the COR-COI1-JAZ-MYC2 module and how these components suppress SA-mediated 

immunity. Moreover, with all the various virulence effects of COR, it is unclear whether 

a common signaling pathway is responsible for these effects. 
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To identify the signaling cascade responsible for P. syringae virulence promoted 

by COR, we first searched for TF genes that are induced by both bacterial infection and 

treatment of JA. Three homologous NAC family TF genes, ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072, were identified as plausible candidates since they were induced by Pst 

DC3000 infection as well as by methyl-JA treatment (de Torres-Zabala et al., 2007; Ooka 

et al., 2003; Tran et al., 2004). These NAC genes were also induced in the “Pseudomonas 

half leaf injection” microarray experiment (NASCARRAYS-168), which was introduced 

in the previous chapter.  

Interestingly, treatment with another plant hormone, ABA, can also increase the 

expression of these three NAC TF genes (Tran et al., 2004). Biosynthesis of ABA and 

ABA-mediated gene expression are rapidly induced by Pst DC3000 through effector 

proteins delivered into the host cells by the TTSS (de Torres-Zabala et al., 2007), 

suggesting that the three NAC TF genes could be targets of not only COR but also type 

III effectors.   

The microarray data were further supported by qRT-PCR analysis. As shown in 

Figure 7A, COR and ABA treatment as well as Psm ES4326 infection all increased the 

expression of these NAC genes. The Psm ES4326-induced expression was diminished in 

the JA receptor mutant coi1-3 and the ABA biosynthesis mutant aba2-1 (Figure 7B-D), 

indicating that Psm ES4326 induces the three NAC genes through the JA and ABA 

signaling pathways. In wild-type plants, the COR-deficient mutant Psm ES4326 cor- (Cui 
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et al., 2005) caused little increase in transcription of the NAC genes, suggesting that Psm 

ES4326 induces these genes mainly through COR.  

With identification of these three NAC TFs, I further examined their upstream 

regulation by pathogens and their downstream targets and effects. Through these 

studies, a signaling cascade was identified by which COR suppresses SA accumulation. 

COR directly activates the expression of the three NAC TFs through MYC2. These three 

NAC TFs suppress SA accumulation by regulating genes involved in SA level 

regulation. The signaling cascade mediating by the three NAC TFs functions not only in 

COR-mediated stomatal reopening, but also in promoting bacterial growth in the 

apoplast and systemic susceptibility. With these results, I propose that the virulence 

effects of COR in stomata, the apoplast, as well as systemic tissue could be mediated by 

the same signaling cascade which suppresses SA accumulation through transcriptional 

regulation. 
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Figure 7: Psm ES4326 induces the expression of ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072 through the ABA- and JA-signaling pathway as well as by production of 

coronatine. 

(These results were provided by Dr. Natalie Weaver Spivey) 

(A) Expression of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 was measured in wild-

type seedlings (Col-0) treated with either ABA, COR, or no additional chemicals as a 

control (Mock). (B-D) Mature leaves of wild type, the ABA-deficient mutant aba2-1 and 

the JA-signaling mutant coi1-3 were pressure infiltrated with either the mock solution 

(Mock), Psm ES4326 (Psm) or Psm ES4326 cor- (Psm cor-) and samples were collected 24 

hours later. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three qPCR replicates. Each 

experiment was repeated at least three times with similar results. 
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Psm ES4326-produced COR induces the expression of 
ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 directly through the activity of 
MYC2 

To study the mechanism by which Psm ES4326-generated COR induces 

ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072, the time-course expression patterns of these three 

genes upon Psm ES4326 infection was analyzed and they were found to be highly 

correlated using linear regression (Figure 8). This suggests a common regulatory 

mechanism that controls the three NAC genes. The promoters of these three NAC genes 

were then searched for conserved cis-elements. Based on the Athena online analysis tool 

(O'Connor et al., 2005), the CACGTG G-box element was enriched in these three 

promoters (p-value = 0.0061). Since this G-box element is the preferential binding site of 

the TF MYC2 (Dombrecht et al., 2007), the three NACs might be regulated by MYC2. 

This is consistent with the observation that induction of ANAC019 and ANAC055 by 

both methyl-JA and ABA was dependent on MYC2 (Bu et al., 2008). To test whether 

induction of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 by Psm ES4326 is also MYC2-

dependent, the infection experiment was performed in the myc2 mutant and significant 

reduction in expression of all three genes was observed (Figure 9). These results suggest 

that MYC2, a known TF released after COR-triggered degradation of JAZ, is involved in 

Psm ES4326-induced ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 expression. However, this 

induction was not completely abolished in the myc2 mutant, probably due to the intact 
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functions of MYC3 and MYC4, which are also JAZ-bound TFs that are activated in 

response to JA (Fernandez-Calvo et al., 2011).  

To test whether MYC2 TF directly control transcription of the three NAC genes, 

chromatin immuno-precipitation (ChIP) experiments were performed in a transgenic 

Arabidopsis line constitutively expressing the MYC2-GFP fusion protein (Figure 10A). For 

the promoter of each NAC gene, several DNA regions were analyzed to cover all, but 

one (1234 bp upstream of the transcription start site of ANAC019), potential MYC2-

binding sites (Table 3). In addition, promoter regions without the binding sites were 

used as negative controls. As shown in Figure 10B-C, all DNA segments containing the 

potential MYC2-binding sites were enriched in the ANAC019 and ANAC055 promoters. 

For the ANAC072 promoter, enrichment was found in one of the two potential binding 

sites (Figure 10D). These results show that MYC2 activates expression of the three NAC 

genes by direct interaction. 

3.2.2 ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are required for COR-
regulated stomatal reopening, but not ABA-mediated stomatal 
closure. 

To further investigate the functions of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 in 

plant defense, homologous T-DNA insertion mutants for each gene were isolated. The 

anac019 mutant (SALK_096295) has an insertion in the second exon of ANAC019, anac055 

(SALK_014331) in the third exon of ANAC055 and anac072 (SALK_083756) in the first 

exon of ANAC072. Since ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 have high amino acid 
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sequence similarities and are able to bind to the same cis-element (Tran et al., 2004), they 

are likely to have functional redundancy. In anticipation of this possibility, double 

mutants of all combinations and a triple mutant were generated by crossing. The 

anac019, anac055, anac072 triple mutant (the nac triple mutant) was verified by measuring 

the transcripts of these three genes (Figure 11A).  

It is known that ABA signaling is responsible for pathogen-triggered stomatal 

closure, a key step in plant immune response against P. syringae, while COR produced 

by this pathogen can reopen stomata to facilitate pathogen entry into the plant (Melotto 

et al., 2006). Since ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are induced by both ABA and 

COR, their roles in ABA-mediated stomatal closure and COR-mediated stomatal 

reopening were worth being examined. In collaboration with Sheng Yang He lab in 

MSU, stomatal apertures were measured in response to ABA and COR. As shown in 

Figure 11B, in wild-type plants, ABA treatment induced stomatal closure and COR 

inhibited this ABA effect (Melotto et al., 2006). In response to ABA, the nac triple mutant 

closed the stomata, demonstrating that these three NACs are not required for ABA-

mediated stomatal closure. However, COR could not inhibit ABA-induced stomatal 

closure in the nac triple mutant, suggesting the requirement of ANAC019, ANAC055 

and ANAC072 for this COR function.  

To further confirm the function of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 in 

stomatal regulation, leaf peels from wild-type plants, the nac triple mutant and the coi1-3 
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mutant were incubated with Pst DC3000. Previous studies have shown that Pst DC3000 

causes a reduction in the stomatal aperture in wild-type plants one hour after bacterial 

incubation. However, stomata reopen 4 hours after bacterial incubation and this 

reopening is dependent on COR (Melotto et al., 2006; Zeng and He, 2010). The presence 

of Pst DC3000 caused stomatal closure in all three genotypes (Figure 11C). But the coi1-3 

mutant and the nac triple mutant were compromised in the ability to reopen the stomata 

after 4 hours and the stomatal apertures remained small (Figure 11D). These results 

suggest that the nac triple mutant, like the coi1 mutant, is defective in COR-triggered 

stomatal reopening. 

To examine the effect of the nac triple mutant on bacterial entry, wild type, the 

nac triple mutant and the coi1-3 mutant plants were dip-inoculated with Psm ES4326 and 

observed symptom development and measured the bacterial growth (Figure 11E).  At 1 

day post inoculation (dpi), the bacterial numbers present in the nac triple mutant and the 

coi1-3 mutant were similarly lower than that in wild-type plants, probably due to fact 

that these mutants are equally defective in early infection steps including reopening of 

stomata (Figure 11C-D). Interestingly, at 3 dpi, the nac triple mutant exhibited a bacterial 

titer that was lower than wild type, but higher than the coi1-3 mutant, suggesting that 

the three NACs may play only a partial role in COR-mediated Psm ES4326 growth in the 

apoplast later in the infection.  
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3.2.3 COR promotes virulence in the apoplast partly through 
ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072. 

To validate our hypothesis that the NAC TFs play a role in the COR-mediated 

virulence in the apoplast, Psm ES4326 was pressure-infiltrated into the nac single, 

double, and triple mutants to bypass the stomatal regulation. Though the single and 

double mutants developed similar symptoms as those observed in wild-type plants, the 

nac triple mutant was more resistant than the wild type (Figure 12A). Furthermore, 

disease susceptibility could be restored in the nac triple mutant by expressing any one of 

the three wild-type NAC genes (Figure 12B). These results demonstrate that the three 

NACs are required for Psm ES4326 virulence in the apoplast. When the COR-deficient 

Psm ES4326 cor- was pressure-infiltrated, wild-type plants and the nac triple mutant 

exhibited similar levels of bacterial growth (Figure 12C), indicating that the virulence 

effect of COR is mediated by the three NACs. However, the growth difference between 

Psm ES4326 and Psm ES4326 cor- in wild-type plants was much greater than the growth 

difference of Psm ES4326 between wild-type plants and the nac triple mutants, 

suggesting the existence of other TFs mediating the COR activity in the apoplast. 

3.2.4 ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are involved in COR-
triggered systemic susceptibility. 

Another known function of COR in counteracting plant defense is the promotion 

of plant systemic susceptibility (Cui et al., 2005). The systemic induction of ANAC019, 

ANAC055 and ANAC072 by Psm ES4326 (Figure 13A) suggests that they play a role. As 
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shown in Figure 13B, wild-type plants pre-inoculated with Psm ES4326 exhibited 

significantly enhanced susceptibility than those pre-inoculated with Psm ES4326 cor-, 

displaying COR-mediated systemic susceptibility. However, in the nac triple mutant, 

this induced systemic susceptibility was abolished, validating our hypothesis. 

3.2.5 COR suppresses SA accumulation through ANAC019, ANAC055 
and ANAC072. 

To understand how COR promotes Psm ES4326 virulence through induction of 

ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072, I sought for their downstream targets. Since SA is 

an essential signal for resistance against Pseudomonas infection and SA levels in the COR-

insensitive coi1 mutant are elevated (Kloek et al., 2001), the SA levels were first 

measured in wild type and the nac triple mutant in response to Psm ES4326 and Psm 

ES4326 cor- infection. As shown in Figure 14, in wild-type plants, Psm ES4326 cor- 

infection induced a higher level of SA compared to Psm ES4326 infection at 24 hours 

post inoculation (hpi), displaying the suppressive effect of COR on SA accumulation. In 

the nac triple mutant, the SA level was dramatically higher than that in the wild type 

after Psm ES4326 inoculation at both 8 hpi and 24 hpi, indicating that the NAC TFs are 

principally responsible for COR-mediated repression of SA accumulation. Supporting 

this conclusion, in the nac triple mutant, the wild type Psm ES4326 and the COR-

deficient Psm ES4326 cor- strain triggered comparable levels of SA accumulation. 
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3.2.6 ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 differentially regulate SA 
biosynthesis and metabolism genes through direct promoter binding. 

As described in Chapter 1, ICS1, EDS1, EDS5, PAD4 and PBS3 are known to be 

required for SA accumulation, while BSMT1 and SAGT1 are involved in modifications 

that inactivate SA (Vlot et al., 2009). The possibility was then tested that these genes are 

direct targets of the three NACs.  First, six of these SA-related genes were found to 

contain at least one copy of the known NAC core-binding site (CACG tetramer) (Tran et 

al., 2004) in their promoters (Table 4). To determine whether these genes could be 

regulated by ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072, their expression was analyzed. The 

basal transcript level of the SA synthesis enzyme ICS1 was higher in the nac triple 

mutant than in the wild type (Figure 15A). In contrast, SAGT1, which converts SA to the 

inactive storage forms (Dean and Delaney, 2008), had a lower transcript level in the nac 

triple mutant (Figure 15B). These results suggest the three NAC TFs may decrease SA 

synthesis, but increase SA storage through transcriptional repression of ICS1 and 

transcriptional activation of SAGT1, respectively. The basal expression levels of other SA 

biogenesis genes were not significantly different between the wild type and the nac 

triple mutant, implying that they are not regulated by the three NACs (data not shown). 

The basal transcript level of the BSMT1, which converts SA to the inactive, volatile 

MeSA (Chen et al., 2003), was too low for accurate measurement.  

The potential target gene expression after Psm ES4326 induction was further 

analyzed to determine whether they are regulated by COR through the NACs. As 
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shown in Figure 15C, while BSMT1 was induced by Psm ES4326 in wild type, this 

induction was dramatically compromised in the nac triple mutant. Similarly, induction 

of SAGT1 by Psm ES4326 was also blocked in the nac triple mutant (Figure 15D). 

Consistent with our hypothesis that COR represses SA accumulation through NACs, 

transcript reductions were observed for SAGT1 and BSMT1 in wild-type plants when 

the COR-deficient Psm ES4326 cor- was inoculated instead of Psm ES4326 (Figure 15C-D). 

In contrast to the SA metabolic enzyme genes, the expression of the SA synthesis gene 

ICS1 was further induced in the nac triple mutant and by Psm ES4326 cor- compared to 

Psm ES4326 (Figure 15E), consistent with our hypothesis that COR suppresses SA 

accumulation through NAC-mediated repression of ICS1 expression. However, elevated 

ICS1 expression in the nac triple mutant can only be observed consistently when a 

higher number of bacteria was infiltrated. This was probably due to the fact that Psm 

ES4326 not only produces COR, which negatively regulates the ICS1 gene expression, 

but also carries other signals that positively regulate the plant defense machinery, 

including the ICS1 gene. 

To demonstrate that the three NACs regulate SAGT1, BSMT1 and ICS1 through 

direct interaction, ChIP experiments were performed. For these experiments, a 

transgenic Arabidopsis line was constructed which constitutively expresses the 

ANAC019-GFP fusion protein (Figure 16A). For each promoter, primers were designed 

to cover the NAC core-binding sites (Table 5), except for regions where no appropriate 
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primers could be found. Since the NAC core-binding sites are scattered in the entire 

promoters, a region in the coding sequence where there is no NAC core-binding site 

within a 500-bp stretch of sequence was included to measure the background binding. 

As shown in Figure 16B-D, the DNA samples precipitated by ANAC019-GFP were 

enriched in some NAC core-binding sites in the SAGT1, BSMT1 and ICS1 promoters, 

suggesting a direct role of ANAC019 in regulating expression of these genes. Since 

ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 bound to the same cis-element in an Arabidopsis 

protoplast assay (Tran et al., 2004), it is reasonable to extrapolate that ANAC055 and 

ANAC072 could also bind to the promoters of SAGT1, BSMT1 and ICS1 and regulate 

their expression. The binding of these three NACs might lead to induction of the SA 

metabolic genes SAGT1 and BSMT1 and repression of the SA synthesis gene ICS1, 

resulting in an overall reduction of the defense signal SA accumulation and 

enhancement of bacterial virulence.  

To further validate the aforementioned hypothesis, the concentrations of SAG 

(the product of SAGT1 enzymatic activity) were measured in wild type and the nac 

triple mutant. In collaboration with Daniel Klessig Lab in Boyce Thompson Institute for 

Plant Research, the MeSA levels (the product of BSMT1 enzymatic activity) were also 

analyzed. In wild-type plant, Psm ES4326 cor- induced lower SAG and MeSA levels than 

Psm ES4326 at 24 hpi (Figure 17B), consistent with the lower SAGT1 and BSMT1 

transcript levels found in the wild type in response to Psm ES4326 cor- (Figure 15C-D). 
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However, the nac triple mutant accumulated more SAG than the wild type in response 

to Psm ES4326 (Figure 17A), despite of the lower SAGT1 transcript level in the nac triple 

mutant (Figure 15D). This result indicates that the amount of SAGT1 transcript or 

enzyme might not be a limiting factor in the nac triple mutant in converting SA to SAG 

and SAGT1 expression is not a significant contributor to the inhibitory effect of the NAC 

TFs on SA accumulation. In contrast, the MeSA levels in the nac triple mutant were 

significantly lower than those in the wild type at both 8 hpi and 24 hpi (Figure 17B), 

suggesting a more significant role of BSMT1 expression regulation in affecting SA level. 

This conclusion is further supported by the observation that overexpression of BSMT1 in 

the nac triple mutant (BSMT1-OE/nac) abolished the enhanced resistance of the nac triple 

mutant (Figure 17C) and restored symptom development (Figure 17D). Therefore, COR 

suppresses SA level through the three NAC TFs mainly by activation of BSMT1 and 

repression of ICS1 (Figure 18).  
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Table 3: Positions of G-box motif (potential MYC2 binding site) present in the 

promoters of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 

Gene Position from transcription start site 

ANAC019 -973 

ANAC019 -965 

ANAC019 -766 

ANAC019 -136 

ANAC055 -502 

ANAC055 -116 

ANAC072 -836 

ANAC072 -473 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Genes related to SA level regulation and number of NAC core-

binding sites present in their promoters 

Gene ICS1 PBS3 PAD4 EDS5 EDS1 BSMT1 SAGT1 

Number of NAC Core-binding 

Site Present in the Promoter  

8 5 0 3 2 8 1 
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Table 5: Positions of NAC core-binding sites in the promoters of ICS1, BSMT1 

and SAGT1 

Gene 
Position from 

transcription start site 

ICS1 -1897 

ICS1 -1703 

ICS1 -1422 

ICS1 -1315 

ICS1 -1072 

ICS1 -608 

ICS1 -468 

ICS1 -109 

BSMT1 -1621 

BSMT1 -1233 

BSMT1 -1208 

BSMT1 -1015 

BSMT1 -824 

BSMT1 -672 

BSMT1 -621 

BSMT1 -365 

SAGT1 -566 
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Figure 8: The expression patterns of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 

correlate. 

(A) The time-course expression of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 after Psm 

ES4326 local infection (OD600nm = 0.01). (B) Linear correlation between any two of the 

three NAC genes expression pattern shown in (A). X-axis shows the time-course 
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expression of ANAC019. Y-axis shows the expression of ANAC055 and ANAC072 in 

corresponding time points. Linear regression was performed. Error bars represent the 

standard deviation of three technical replicates. 
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Figure 9: MYC2 mediates the pathogen-induction of ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072. 

Transcript levels of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 were measured in Col-0 

and the myc2 mutant in response to either the mock solution (Mock), Psm ES4326 (Psm) 

or Psm ES4326 cor- (Psm cor-). Error bars represent standard error. Each experiment was 

repeated at least three times with similar results.  
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Figure 10: MYC2 directly binds to the promoters of ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072. 

(A) The MYC2-GFP protein is constantly expressed in the 35S:MYC2-GFP 

transgenic plants. Total protein was extracted from three-week-old plants and separated 

using a 10% Tris-Glycine gel. The resulting western blot was probed using an anti-GFP 

antibody. Non-specific bands are shown as the loading control (*). (B-D) Mature leaves 

of 35S:MYC2-GFP transgenic plants were collected and cross-linked for chromatin-IP 

experiments. Long horizontal lines represent the promoters of ANAC019, ANAC055 and 
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ANAC072. Sticks above the lines represent potential MYC2 binding sites. Horizontal 

short lines show the regions where different qPCR primers amplify. Error bars represent 

standard error. Each experiment was repeated at least three times with similar results. 
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Figure 11: ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are required for coronatine-

regulated stomata reopening. 
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(Figure 11A was provided by Dr. Natalie Weaver Spivey, Figure 5B-D were 

collaborative studies with Dr. Weiqing Zeng and Dr. Sheng Yang He) 

(A) The expression of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 was not detected in 

the nac triple mutant. (B) Stomatal aperture from leaf peels of Col-0, the nac triple 

mutant and the coi1-3 mutant treated with mock, COR, ABA or combination of COR and 

ABA for 1 hour. (C-D) Stomatal closure response in leaf peels of Col-0, the nac triple 

mutant and the coi1-3 mutant after 1-hour incubation (C) or 4-hour incubation (D) with 

either mock or Pst DC3000. Error bars represent standard error. Each experiment was 

repeated at least twice with similar results. Students’ t test was used to compare means 

between mock and specific treatment for the same genotype. (E) Col-0, the nac triple 

mutant and the coi1-3 mutant were dip-inoculated with Psm ES4326. Pictures of the 

disease symptom were taken at 3 dpi and bacterial growth was measured at 4 hpi, 1 dpi 

and 3 dpi. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Students’ t test was used to 

compare the log-transformed data of different genotypes at the same day.  
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Figure 12: ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 attenuate plant defense 

response against Psm ES4326 in the apoplast. 

(Figure 12A was provided by Dr. Natalie Weaver Spivey) 
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(A) Col-0, the single mutants, double mutants of ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072 and the nac triple mutant were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326. 

Photographs of the disease symptoms were taken 3 dpi. Bacterial growth was measured 

at the same time. Bonferroni's multiple comparison test was preformed to compare the 

log-transformed data of each mutant to that of Col-0. (B) ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072 complementation lines were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 and colony 

forming units were measured after three days. One-way ANOVA was performed on the 

log-transformed data. p-value cut-off: 0.01. (C) Col-0 and the nac triple mutant were 

pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 or Psm ES4326 cor- and assayed 3 dpi. Error bars 

represent 95% confidence intervals. Student’s t-test was performed on the log-

transformed data. All experiments were repeated at least three times with similar 

results. ns, no significant difference. 
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Figure 13: ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are involved in COR-induced 

systemic susceptibility. 

(A) ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 were induced in the systemic tissues 48 

hours post Psm ES4326 infection. Data presented were normalized data extracted from 

“Pseudomonas half leaf injection” microarray data (NASCARRAYS-168) on The Bio-

Array Resource for Plant Biology website (http://bar.utoronto.ca). (B) Psm ES4326 

growth in systemic leaves with pre-inoculation with Psm ES4326 or Psm ES4326 cor-. 

Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. All the experiments were repeated for at 

least twice with similar results. ns, no significant difference. 
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Figure 14: COR suppresses SA accumulation through ANAC019, ANAC055 

and ANAC072 to promote virulence. 

Col-0 and the nac triple mutant were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 or Psm 

ES4326 cor-. Samples were collected at specified time points to measure the levels of SA. 

Error bars represent standard deviation of three replicates. Bonferroni's multiple 

comparison test was used to compare two means at the same time point. Experiments 

were repeated at least three times with similar results. p-value cut-off: 0.01. 
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Figure 15: ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 differentially regulate ICS1, 

BSMT1 and SAGT1. 

(A-B) Basal transcript levels of ICS1 (A) and SAGT1 (B) were measured in three-

week-old leaves. (C-E) Col-0 and the nac triple mutant were pressure-infiltrated with 

either 10 mM MgCl2, Psm ES4326 or Psm ES4326 cor- and were collected after 24 hours to 

measure the expression of BSMT1 (C), SAGT1 (D), and ICS1 (E).  For ICS1, a higher dose 

of pathogen (OD600nm = 0.02) was used. ND: no detectable signal. Error bars represent 

standard deviation of three technical replicates. All experiments were repeated three 

times with similar results. 
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Figure 16: ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 directly interact with the 

promoters of BSMT1, SAGT1 and ICS1. 

(A) The ANAC019-GFP protein is constantly expressed in the 35S:ANAC019-GFP 

transgenic plants. Total protein was extracted from three-week-old plants pressure 

infiltrated with 10 mM MgCl2 (Mock) or Psm ES4326 (Psm). The resulting western blot 

was probed using an anti-GFP antibody. Non-specific bands are shown as the loading 

control (*). (B-D) ChIP experiments were performed using the Psm ES4326-infected 

35S:ANAC019-GFP transgenic plants. Long horizontal lines represent the promoters of 

SAGT1 (B), BSMT1 (C) and ICS1 (D). Ticks above the lines represent NAC core-binding 
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sites. Short horizontal lines show the regions where different qPCR primers amplify. 

Error bars represent standard error. All experiments were repeated three times with 

similar results. 
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Figure 17: COR dampens SA accumulation through the regulation of 

ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 on BSMT1 and SAGT1. 
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(Figure 17B were a collaborative study with Dr. Po-pu Liu and Dr. Daniel F. 

Klessig) 

(A-B) Col-0 and the nac triple mutant were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 

or Psm ES4326 cor-. Samples were collected at specified time points to measure the levels 

of SAG (A) and MeSA (B). Error bars represent standard deviation of three replicates. 

Bonferroni's multiple comparison test was used to compare two means at the same time 

point. p-value cut-off: 0.01. (C) Psm ES4326 growth was measured in Col-0, the nac triple 

mutant, and the nac triple mutant overexpressing BSMT1 (BSMT1-OE/nac) as described 

in Figure 12. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Bonferroni's multiple 

comparison test was used to compare log-transformed data. p-value cut-off: 0.01. (D) 

Chlorophyll abundance was measured for Col-0, the nac triple mutant and BSMT1-

OE/nac over three days after Psm ES4326 infection. Error bars present standard error. All 

experiments were repeated at least twice with similar results. 
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Figure 18: A model showing the signaling cascade mediating the virulence 

effects of COR. 

In stomata, MAMPs from Psm ES4326 trigger stomatal closure through SA and 

ABA. COR inhibits this effect and reopens the stomata through ANAC019, ANAC055 

and ANAC072. In the apoplast, COR produced by Psm ES4326 induces the ANAC019, 

ANAC055 and ANAC072 (NACs) by the MYC2 TF. Type III effectors (T3E) might also 

induce the three NACs through ABA signaling. The three NACs then repress ICS1 and 

induce BSMT1 and possibly SAGT1 to inhibit SA accumulation and promote bacterial 

virulence. In systemic tissue, ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are induced possibly 

by translocated COR or a COR-generated signal.  
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3.3 Discussion 

The bacterial toxin COR is known to cause multiple physiological effects in 

plants (Brooks et al., 2005; Cui et al., 2005; Melotto et al., 2006; Mittal and Davis, 1995). 

This study identified three NAC TFs as targets of COR by which COR exerts its 

virulence in stomata, apoplast and systemic tissue with different levels of dependency. 

The three NACs appear to be essential for COR to function in reopening stomata and 

systemic induced susceptibility, but only partially responsible in COR-mediated growth 

in the apoplast. Even though the effect of the NAC TFs on COR-dependent chlorosis 

symptom development was not specifically examined, the restoration of chlorotic 

symptom in the BSMT1-OE/nac transgenic plant (Figure 17D) correlated with an increase 

in bacterial growth (Figure 17C). This suggests that NACs may not be required for the 

symptom promotion function of COR as described by Brook and coworkers (Brooks et 

al., 2005).  

This study not only identified three TF targets of COR but also elucidated a 

complete COR-activated signaling cascade. As shown in Figure 18, COR produced by P. 

syringae triggers the SCFCOI1-mediated degradation of the JAZ protein, resulting in the 

release of the MYC2 TF. MYC2 directly activates the expression of ANAC019, ANAC055 

and ANAC072, which then differentially regulate the expression of ICS1, BSMT1 and 

SAGT1. Repression of the SA biosynthesis gene ICS1 and activation of the SA metabolic 

gene BSMT1 result in a net reduction in the accumulation of SA and compromised 
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resistance to the pathogen. Though previous studies showed that ANAC019, ANAC055 

and ANAC072 had transactivation activity (Bu et al., 2008; Tran et al., 2004), my study 

suggests that they may also function as transcriptional suppressors, binding to the ICS1 

promoter and repressing its expression. This dual transcriptional capability may be 

achieved by recruiting or interacting with different transcriptional partners, determined 

by the flanking sequence around the core-binding site.  

In this study, COR was clearly shown to suppress host defense by inhibiting SA 

accumulation. The contradicting data obtained in previous studies might result from the 

interplay between pathogen virulence involving COR and induction of host defense 

(Block et al., 2005). Using dip-inoculation, as reported by Block et al., fewer COR-

deficient mutant bacteria could enter the apoplast than the wild type Pst DC3000 to 

induce SA production, obscuring the effect of COR. Pressure-infiltration used in this 

study ensured that the same number of wild type and the COR-deficient mutant bacteria 

were delivered into the apoplast to induce SA production, thus provided a better 

comparison. This COR-triggered SA suppression, which is mediated by the three NACs, 

may be the molecular mechanism for COR-mediated virulence in stomata, local and 

systemic tissue (Figure 18). Zeng et al. has shown that SA biosynthesis is required and 

acts upstream of ABA signaling to trigger stomatal closure (Zeng and He, 2010). 

However, it has yet to be determined whether NACs promote stomatal reopening by 

reducing SA accumulation or through a different mechanism. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
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even though I showed that NTL9 is a TF directly involved in the MAMP-mediated 

transcription activation of the SA synthesis genes and the ntl9 mutant phenotype could 

be rescued by exogenous application of SA, the technical difficulties prevent the direct 

measurement of GC-specific SA levels. 

The roles of BSMT1 and SAGT1 in regulating SA level and plant defense have 

been studied previously. Though single mutants do not exhibit enhanced local 

resistance, overexpressing either one of them decreases local SA accumulation and 

increases plant susceptibility to P. syringae infection (Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2009; 

Song et al., 2008). This study further illustrates that BSMT1, and possibly SAGT1, are the 

plant defense regulatory nodes that can be manipulated by pathogens. With a relatively 

low Km (16 μM) (Chen et al., 2003), BSMT1 can respond to small increases in SA levels 

and convert SA to MeSA. Therefore, COR-triggered BSMT1 induction is able to 

effectively suppress SA accumulation and reduce host defense. Our study, however, 

does not rule out the possibility that COR also inhibits the expression or the activity of 

MeSA esterase, which converts MeSA back to SA (Forouhar et al., 2005).  

Since COR is a JA-Ile mimic, the signaling cascade identified in this study for 

COR signaling may normally mediate the JA-SA crosstalk in plants. The antagonism 

between JA and SA has been reported, mostly in the direction of SA inhibiting JA 

(Bostock, 2005). The opposite direction has been shown in a few cases such as the higher 

SA level in the coi1 mutant (Kloek et al., 2001). This JA-SA antagonism is believed to be 
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involved in fine-tuning the plant defense responses based on the types of pathogens 

encountered (Grant and Jones, 2009; Spoel et al., 2007). Despite its importance, not all 

signaling components underlying this crosstalk are identified. Since the three NACs can 

be induced by MeJA treatment, it is reasonable to predict that JA activates the same 

signaling cascade as COR to suppress SA accumulation, representing one mechanism 

underlying the JA-SA antagonism.   

As mediators of the phytotoxicity of COR, ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 

are hijacked by pathogen to promote virulence. What is the normal physiological 

function of these TFs? Tran et al. showed that overexpressing any one of them increased 

drought tolerance (Tran et al., 2004). Fujita et al. found that ANAC072 overexpressing 

plants are more sensitive to ABA in terms of growth inhibition (Fujita et al., 2004). 

Consistently, our study performed by Dr. Natalie Weaver Spivey showed that the nac 

triple mutant was less sensitive in ABA-triggered inhibition on seed germination (data 

not shown). Moreover, ANAC019 and ANAC055 overexpression lines exhibited higher 

expression of VSP1 and LOX2 in response to MeJA (Bu et al., 2008), suggesting their 

function in JA-mediated wound response. Together these results indicate that 

ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 are integral parts of the ABA and JA signaling 

pathways, necessary for regulating plant developmental processes as well as responses 

to drought stress and wounding. This study illustrates an example in which the P. 
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syringae bacterial pathogen manipulates the plant signaling components, through COR 

production, to inhibit host defense and promote virulence. 

3.4 Materials and experimental procedures 

3.4.1 Plants and bacterial strains 

Arabidopsis plants were grown on soil in 22°C under 16/8 hour day/night cycle. 

The myc2 (SALK_017005), anac019 (SALK_096295), anac055 (SALK_014331) and anac072 

(SALK_083756) mutants were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center. 

Pst DC3000, Psm ES4326 and a COR deficient strain, Psm ES4326 cor-, were grown in 

King’s medium B plates with corresponding antibiotics at 30 °C for 2 days (Pst DC3000, 

50 μM rifampicin; Psm ES4326, 100 μM streptomycin; Psm ES4326 cor-, 100 μM 

streptomycin and 50 μM kanamycin) (Cui et al., 2005; Dong et al., 1991).  

3.4.2 Gene expression analysis 

For chemical treatment, plants were grown on vertical MS plates for 12 days and 

then transferred to MS plates with either 5 µM ABA (Sigma), 1 µM COR (Sigma), or no 

additional chemicals as a control. The rosette leaves were collected for RNA extraction 

after 24 hours. For bacterial infection, three-week-old leaves were pressure-infiltrated 

with either 10 mM MgCl2, Psm ES4326, or Psm ES4326 cor-. OD600nm = 0.01 of bacteria was 

inoculated unless specified. Statistical analyses were performed using Student’s t test of 

the differences between two means (*, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001). Primers used for 

qRT-PCR are listed in Table 6. 
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3.4.3 Chromatin immuno-precipitation 

For MYC2-GFP ChIP, untreated three-week-old leaves were harvested. For 

ANAC019-GFP ChIP, leaves were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.01) 

and harvested after 24 hours.  

Leaf samples were fixed with 1% formaldehyde. Chromatin was extracted as 

previously described (Gendrel et al., 2005). The purified chromatin was then sonicated 

using Bio-rupter at medium intensity continuously for 5 minutes. The sheared DNA was 

immunoprecipitated using an anti-GFP antibody (Abcam ab290) and protein G 

Dynabeads (Invitrogen). The purified DNA was subjected to qPCR analysis. 

The primers for qPCR are listed in Table 7. Input samples were first used to 

normalize the results. Fold difference was then calculated by taking ratios between 

normalized results from wild-type plants and from MYC2-GFP/ANAC019-GFP plants. 

Finally, the fold enrichment was calculated as the ratio between the probes and the 

corresponding negative control probe. 

3.4.4 Stomatal assays 

Stomatal assays and analysis were performed as described previously (Zeng and 

He, 2010). For chemical treatment, 15 µM of abscisic acid (Sigma) and 1 ng/µl of COR 

(purchased from C. Bender, Oklahoma State University) were used. 
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3.4.5 SA and SAG measurements 

Three-week old leaves were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 or Psm ES4326 

cor- (OD600nm = 0.01) and harvested at specified time points. For each sample, SA was 

extracted from around 200 mg of treated leaves using 90% methanol and 100% 

methanol, subsequently. The samples were than vacuum-dried and suspended with 5% 

trichloroacetic acid. SA was then extracted twice using ethyl acetate-cyclopentane (1:1). 

The extracts were further dried and dissolved in methanol and subjected to HPLC 

measurement. SAG was converted to SA by HCl at 80°C for one hour, then extracted 

and measured using the same method as for free SA. Three replicates were taken for 

each data point. Statistical analyses were performed using Student’s t test of the 

differences between two means. 

3.4.6 MeSA extraction and measurement 

Three-week old leaves were pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 or Psm ES4326 

cor- (OD600nm = 0.01) and harvested at specified time points. Leaf tissue was grounded in 

300 μL of a water-propanol-hydrochloric acid mixture (1:2:0.005), containing deuterium-

labeled methyl salicylate-d3 (m/z =155; Sigma-Aldrich) as an internal standard. 

Dichoromethane and super-Q filters (Analytical Research System, Inc.) were used to 

enrich MeSA and other volatiles with the vapor-phase extraction. The concentration of 

MeSA (m/z = 152) was determined using a GC-MS system with injector port temperature 

of 250 ºC and source temperature of 200 ºC. A GC column (30 m x 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 μm 
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stationary phase; Varian) was initially set at 40 ºC for 5 min, raised to 100 ºC and ramped 

at 15 ºC per min to 180 ºC where it remained for 5 min. The MS was set at 5 scans per 

second for a mass-range of 70-225 or 150-160 m/z in electron impact mode at -70 eV. 

Three replicates were taken for each data point. Statistical analyses were performed 

using Student’s t test of the differences between two means. 

3.4.7 Pseudomonas syringae infection 

For pressure infiltration, three-week-old plants were pressure-infiltrated using a 

needleless syringe with Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.001) and eight plants were assayed for 

each data point. Bacterial growth was measured after three days as described previously 

(Durrant et al., 2007). For dip-inoculation, four-week-old plants were dipped into a 

solution of Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.2) with 0.02% Silwet L-77 and covered with clear 

plastic lids for one day. The infected leaves were surface-sterilized with 15% H2O2 and 

washed twice before homogenized to assay the bacterial growth. Statistical analyses 

were performed on means of log-transformed data using one-way ANOVA and 

Bonferroni's multiple comparison tests or Student’s t test (*, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, 

p<0.001). 

For the COR-induced systemic susceptibility assay, two lower leaves were 

pressure-infiltrated with Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.2) or Psm ES4326 cor- (OD600nm = 0.2). 

Three days later, the infected leaves were removed and two upper leaves were pressure-

infiltrated with Psm ES4326 (OD600nm = 0.0002). Colony forming unit was determined 
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three days later. Student’s t test was used to compare the means of log-transformed data 

(*, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001). 
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Table 6: Primer sequences for qRT-PCR 

Primer Name Primer Sequence 

ANAC019_F GCATCTCGTCGCTCAG 

ANAC019_R CTCGACTTCCTCCTCCG 

ANAC055_F GCGCTGCCTCATAGTC 

ANAC055_R CGAGGAATCCCCTCAGT 

ANAC072_F TGGGTGTTGTGTCGAAT 

ANAC072_R ATCGTAACCACCGTAACT 

ICS1_F GGCAGGGAGACTTACG 

ICS1_R AGGTCCCGCATACATT 

EDS5_F GGTCTTGGCGATACAAT 

EDS5_R CAGCGAGTGCAGAGATC 

PAD4_F TTAGCCGTTGAAGCTCT 

PAD4_R ATGCATCGCAACGATCT 

EDS1_F CTGAGTTAGCCGGTGT 

EDS1_R TTTCATGTACGGCCCTG 

BSMT_F ACAGTTACTCCGCCAA 

BSMT_R TTTTCCGGGAGATCGT 

SAGT1_F TGGAGGAGCTTGCTTCAGCAGT 

SAGT1_R TGCCACCATGGGAACCCCGA 

UBQ5_F GACGCTTCATCTCGTCC 

UBQ5_R GTAAACGTAGGTGAGTCC 
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Table 7: ChIP primer sequences and positions 

Primers Name Primer Sequence Position from 

transcription 

start site 

ANAC19_a_F GCAAACTTGATGTGGATTAC -1617 

ANAC19_a_R GTGTCGGTTTCACCAATATGTC -1492 

ANAC19_b_F CTTCTCCCATCGTTATAACGTC -1036 

ANAC19_b_R TAGGTTACAACATGGAAAGCG -906 

ANAC19_c_F TGTAGGTTCAATGAACTCAAGGG -189 

ANAC19_c_R TGTATAGGTGAATCCACCGC -40 

ANAC55_a_F TCCCATTTCTCAACCACAAAAGCCT -822 

ANAC55_a_R CGAGTTGATGATGCAGACTCTCGTT -672 

ANAC55_b_F CCATGTTACCATCCAGTGAAC -577 

ANAC55_b_R AATGGGTATGTGCCAAATTG -448 

ANAC72_a_F TTTGCAGTTATGCGAATCGTTGAACC -1718 

ANAC72_a_R GAGAGATGGACATGCCCACCCATTT -1618 

ANAC72_b_F TGAAGTCTTGCCTAACTCTCCC -779 

ANAC72_b_R GAGTAAAACAAATGGCACTAAGACG -657 

ANAC72_c_F CGAACTGGCCTCTAATTATTTG -563 

ANAC72_c_R GGTGCATGAACCGTCAGG -430 

ICS1_a_F AGAAATTCGTAGCATCCACAACACACA -1558 

ICS1_a_R AAACTGAAACTAGACACGGTCCTCAGA -1408 

ICS1_b_F AAGGAGCATGCGTGTAATGCCA -718 

ICS1_b_R CGTTTGATACGGAAGCGGTTTGCAC -595 

ICS1_c_F GCAAACCGCTTCCGTATCAAACGA -620 

ICS1_c_R GAGCAATGCATGGACAGCAATTTCA -510 

ICS1_d_F TGCACGACTAACTTTAGAAAAATGT -212 

ICS1_d_R AGGGGACTGATGTAGCAGGGGC -30 

ICS1_e_F CGTCGCAGTGACGTTGGTCGT 1328 
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ICS1_e_R ACTGCAGAGCCGATACCAGCA 1456 

BSMT1_a_F GGTGGCGTACCATCAATTGGATG -1711 

BSMT1_a_R CGTTGTCCGTATCAACAGTTC -1563 

BSMT1_b_F TCACTAACCTAGGACCCTCC -1296 

BSMT1_b_R AATCTGTGGACGACGCTTA -1161 

BSMT1_c_F TGCATGTTCATGTATGGTCGTCTGTC -1109 

BSMT1_c_R AGTGTGAACAGAGTGTGTGCTGACG -971 

BSMT1_d_F ACAACATGAACAACACCAGCA -709 

BSMT1_d_R AAGGATGTCGAATCCAAGACAA -566 

BSMT1_e_F ACGTACGTGACTATCACATCAA -374 

BSMT1_e_R ATGCACAATGATCTCAGATCTG -281 

BSMT1_f_F TATGCATGTATGTCGCGATG 296 

BSMT1_f_R TAACTGTTGGCACCATCTCC 400 

SAGT1_a_F GAAGAATACATCAAATAGACAAGGTCC -640 

SAGT1_a_R GAGAGAGCCGAAATGGAGAATGT -528 

SAGT1_b_F TGCGACTCCTTTCTTTACGCAGCC 432 

SAGT1_b_R TGGAGCTCAAGAAAAGGCAATTCCTCA 546 
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4. Conclusions and future directions 

As an essential defense signal, SA integrates inputs from various defense 

activation programs including PTI, ETI and SAR and executes proper defense responses. 

Important as it is, the mechanism regulating SA accumulation is not well understood. In 

this thesis, two transcriptional mechanisms regulating SA accumulation during plant-

pathogen interaction were revealed (Figure 19). (1) In GCs, NTL9 mediates flg22-

triggered stomatal immunity by positively regulating SA accumulation genes (ICS1, 

EDS1 and PAD4). In uninfected tissues, NTL9 mediates the basal expression of one SA 

accumulation gene (EDS5), probably for basal SA level maintenance. (2) In mesophyll 

cells, the signaling cascade involving ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 is activated 

by the pathogen virulence factor, coronatine, and suppresses SA accumulation by 

controlling the expression of a SA biosynthesis gene (ICS1) and a gene involved in 

locally inactivating SA (BSMT1). This signaling cascade might also function in GCs to 

suppress flg22-induced SA accumulation. In systemic tissues, this signaling cascade 

might also inhibit SA accumulation. 

In total, four TFs were identified in this study that directly regulate genes related 

to SA metabolism. All four of these TFs belong to the NAC TF family, which have been 

shown to function in various physiological processes including development and 

responses to drought and salt stress (Olsen et al., 2005). ANAC019, ANAC055 and 

ANAC072 have been shown to bind to the same cis-element containing the CACG core-
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binding site (Tran et al., 2004). The cis-element of NTL9, on the other hand, contains the 

CGTT core sequence. However, binding of NTL9 to DNA fragments without this 

characterized binding site was also observed (Kim et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2012). Since 

these four TFs all bind to the ICS1 promoter, it is worth investigating whether they bind 

to the binding sites. If they do, since they have opposite functions, it will be interesting 

to examine which TFs would be more dominant during pathogen-plant interaction. 

In addition to these four NAC TFs, at least four additional TFs had been 

identified that directly regulate ICS1 transcription: SARD1, CBP60g, EIN3 and EIL1 

(Figure 19). As briefly described in Chapter 1, SARD1 and CBP60g are positive 

regulators, while EIN3 and EIL1 are negative regulators (Chen et al., 2009; Wang et al., 

2011; Zhang et al., 2010). Since ICS1 catalyzes the essential step for SA synthesis, the 

transcriptional regulation of ICS1 could have major impact on the defense outcome. 

Since genetic screens failed to identify more TF mutants defective in SA production, 

multiple TFs (more than the ones identified) would be expected to regulate ICS1 

coordinately and redundantly. The case of ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 is such 

an example. Therefore, screens based on the DNA-binding activity might be useful for 

identifying additional TFs responsible for ICS1 regulation. The Y1H screen carried out in 

this study might be a useful resource; besides NTL9, there are 38 TFs identified for their 

strong interaction with the ICS1 promoter, whose functions could be further studied. 

Newly developing assays like pull-down screens for proteins that bind to a stretch of 
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biotinylated DNA could also aid in the discovery of novel TFs that regulate ICS1 

(Simicevic and Deplancke, 2010). With these screening methods, it is expected that more 

and more TFs binding and regulating ICS1 would be discovered. Then some other 

interesting questions will arise: how do these TFs coordinate their functions? Do they 

function synergistically or antagonistically? Is there a temporal or tissue/cell specificity 

in the binding and regulation among various TFs? Interesting as these questions are, 

they are difficult to address. As an initial step, binding affinities between purified DNA 

fragments and different TFs or TF combinations could be examined by in vitro assays 

like surface plasmon resonance. Surface plasmon resonance can measure accurate 

binding affinities of certain DNA-protein(s) interactions, as done in studies 

characterizing the DNA binding activities of circadian clock TFs CCA1, LHY and the 

CCA1/LHY heterodimer (O'Neill et al., 2011). So far, this analysis can be well-performed 

using short DNA fragments. Therefore, this assay would be helpful to characterize TFs 

binding to the same motif or adjacent motifs. Though surface plasmon resonance 

analysis on an entire gene promoter has been reported (Moyroud et al., 2009), I am 

skeptical of studying protein-DNA interactions in a long stretch of DNA without the 

chromatin structure. As for examining temporal differences of TF occupancy, an 

appropriate approach would be performing multiple ChIPs over a time-course during 

pathogen infection. 
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Moreover, TFs responsible for the coordinate transcriptional pattern of the five 

SA accumulation genes are still not identified. Besides NTL9, only three more TFs were 

identified in my screens described in Chapter 2. However, single mutants of these three 

TFs did not exhibit consistent changes in the expression of the five SA accumulation 

genes as well as in the SA levels and disease phenotypes. According to our collaborators 

(the Steve Kay lab), only around 500 bp of DNA upstream of the reporter gene is 

effective in activating reporter gene in Y1H. In the screens we have performed, we used 

the full promoters, which might be too long for identifying TFs upstream of -500 bp. 

Therefore, promoter hiking screens (screens using overlapping 500 bp fragments of the 

promoter) would be helpful for identifying these TFs (Pruneda-Paz et al., 2009). 

Interestingly, CaM-binding TFs seem to play an important role in the 

transcriptional regulation of SA levels. Among the TFs studied, CBP60g and SR1 have 

been shown to bind CaM, which is necessary for their functions. SARD1 has a potential 

CaM binding domain, though it does not bind CaM. Though no direct interaction with 

ICS1 promoter was shown, another CaM-binding TF, CBP60a from the same family as 

CBP60g, has recently been shown to negatively regulate ICS1 expression (Truman et al., 

2013). NTL9 is also suggested to bind CaM. As secondary messengers, Ca2+ and CaM 

have been demonstrated to play important roles in defense responses. In addition to 

transcriptional regulation of SA-related genes, Ca2+/CaM are involved in regulation of 

some other defense TFs (Bouche et al., 2005; Reddy et al., 2011). As a rapid response after 
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defense activation, Ca2+/CaM are highly probable signals for inducing the initial 

transcription reprogramming, including the SA biosynthesis genes. Further studies on 

how Ca2+ signatures are detected by CaM and how Ca2+/CaM regulate the functions of 

the TFs would be intriguing. Since Ca2+ not only exerts its regulatory role on TFs through 

association with CaM, but also is involved in other processes such as ion channel 

regulation, blocking cytosolic Ca2+ oscillation would not be suitable for specific studies 

on transcription regulation. Similarly, CaM mutants would exhibit broader effect rather 

than just transcription. Considering these, global studies of CaM-mediated 

transcriptional regulation might require time-course ChIP-seq on CaM and analysis of 

the ChIP-seq data compared with transcriptome changes. 

In sum, the transcriptional regulation of SA production could be further studied 

by screening for the direct interacting TFs and characterizing the interplay between 

these TFs. These studies could broaden our understanding about the dynamics of plant-

pathogen interactions. 
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Figure 19: The transcriptional regulation of the SA level. 

Proteins marked with dark blue are TFs related to SA level regulation. Blue 

arrows represent transcriptional activation; while red lines represent transcriptional 

suppression. The grey dotted outline represents closed stomata.  

(A) In the uninfected tissues, the TF NTL9 is required for the basal expression of 

EDS5, probably responsible for the maintenance of basal SA level. Stomatal closure is 
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regulated by ABA in response to environmental signals. (B) When P. syringae is present 

on the leaf surface (pre-invasion phase), MAMP recognition activates stomatal closure 

through the transcriptional induction of ICS1, EDS1 and PAD4 by the TF NTL9. It 

remains to be studied how the specific transcriptional activity of NTL9 is induced by 

MAMP signal (“?” mark). (C) To enter the apoplast (local invasion phase), P. syringae 

activates the TFs ANAC019, ANAC055 and ANAC072 (NACs) through COR to 

counteract this stomatal immunity. The NACs suppress stomatal closure, probably 

through repressing ICS1. (In guard cells, BSMT1 is barely expressed and not 

significantly induced by MAMPs.) After P. syringae gets into the apoplast, the TFs 

CBP60g and SARD1 induce the expression of ICS1 while EIN3 and EIL1 suppress it. The 

transcription of EDS1 is negatively regulated by the TF SR1. COR produced by P. 

syringae also suppresses SA accumulation through the differential regulation of ICS1 and 

BSMT1 by the NACs. Other TFs responsible for the expression of SA accumulation 

genes are expected to be identified (“?” mark). The activation mechanisms of these TFs 

by plant defense induction or pathogenic manipulation also require further studies (“?” 

mark). (D) In the systemic tissues, SAR signals activate SA accumulation, which is 

mainly mediated by CBP60g and SARD1. It remains in question whether there are more 

TFs involving in the regulation of other SA accumulation genes (“?” mark). COR or 

signals triggered by COR can suppress systemic resistance, probably through inhibiting 

SA accumulation by the NACs.  
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